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Abstract

Nonlinear Optical Spectroscopy of

Gallium Arsenide Interfaces

Jining Qi

Arjun G. Yodh

The physics of buried solid/solid interfaces is interesting for both fundamental

and technological reasons. In this thesis, second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy

was used to probe the electronic structure of GaAs based interfaces in the near

infrared. Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy possesses intrinsic interface

sensitivity and a long penetration depth. This intrinsic interface sensitivity enables

us to suppress spectral contributions from the adjoining bulk media, resulting in

more specific assignments of the spectral features.

Our observations provide strong evidence for the existence of atomic displacement

induced defect states at the buried metal:GaAs interface. In particular, in Au:GaAs

n-type systems we have observed two resonance features at 0.715 eV and 0.731 eV

for the Ga-rich interface and a single resonance feature at 0.715 eV for the As-rich

interface. Similar single resonance features at 0.715 eV were observed in As:GaAs

n-type samples, but were not present in oxide:GaAs and metal:GaAs p-type systems.

After consideration of various three-step optical processes, we conclude that the tran

sitions originate from the midgap states. These resonances differ substantially from

what has been observed by other less interface sensitive technologies probing similar

system. The origin of these difference is discussed.

In the case of the native oxide GaAs system, we also studied depletion electric

field induced effects on second-order nonlinear optical processes. Using a simple

three-band model, we calculated the depletion field induced perturbation of the
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second-order nonlinear susceptibility of GaAs(OOl). The field induced modification

of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility has been found to add destructively to the

unperturbed existing bulk nonlinear second-order susceptibility X~;]z' This diminu

tion depends on the square of the near surface depletion electric field. Through

studies as a function of dopant type and concentration, we demonstrate that the

bulk X~;]z is systematically reduced as a result of the depletion field, and that this

diminution depends on the square of the near surface depletion field. This is con

sistent with our theoretical calculations. The sensitivity of the near surface bulk

second-order susceptibility to the depletion electric field has also been demonstrated

by a photomodulation second harmonic generation (PSHG) technique, by which we

measured surface minority trap lifetimes and transverse diffusion of carriers confined

near GaAs(OOl) surfaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Some interesting properties of semiconductor interfaces arise from the existence of

interface states. For instance, Fermi level pinning and Schottky barrier heights are

determined by these interface states[l, 2]. Furthermore, a charging of the interface

results in the formation of a space-charge layer which affects the lineup of the energy

bands of the two adjacent materials[3, 4]. For these reasons the physics of buried

semiconductor interfaces is both interesting and important, since it contributes to

the technological development of electronic devices.

-
induced states[8, 9, 10], new bonds[ll, 12, 13], new band profiles[14, 15, 16, 17], and

strain[18, 19]. All of these interface features can influence the properties of the

interface. Probics of these buried interface states are needed in order to understand

The various electronic and structural properties of interface states originate in

many ways. The interface states can be associated with native defects[5, 6, 7], metal-

their nature. These are challenging problems.

The metal:semiconductor interface has been studied extensively since these in

terfacial systems form the heart of electronic devices[20]. The alignment of the band

structures at such contacts influences carrier transport and photoconductivity in

these systems. Improved crystal growth and calibration techniques have resulted in

dramatic increases in our understanding and control of interface properties [21 , 22].

1
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Buried interfaces are difficult to analyze however; the interface features are pro

duced with a spatial region that is a few atomic layers thick, and is generally cov

ered by a thick overlayer. Surface electric diagnotics are generally limited by the

electron penetration depth[7, 10, 23]. For example, inverse photoemission spectra

(IPS)[10] and ultraviolet-photoemission spectra (UPS)[23] can only probe buried in

terface properties under a few monolayers. Optical methods offer long penetration

depths, however linear optical spectroscopies lack interface specificity. For instance,

cathodoluminescence spectra (CLS)[24] exhibit no intrinsic sensitivity to the buried

interface, and contributions from the bulk are not eliminated. This lack of clean

spectra from the buried interface makes it difficult to challenge microscopic models

of growth and defects in these systems.

Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopies possess long penetration depths

characteristic of most optical methods and intrinsic interface specificity characteris

tic of second-order optical processes[25). This technique has attracted considerable

attention in probing buried interfacial features[13, 16, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Since the

first successful second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy of CaF2 : Si interface

systems[13], in which bonding and antibonding states transition of interfacially lo

calized Ca (4s) and Si (3p) hybridized orbitals were observed, second-order nonlinear

spectroscopies have been successfully used recently to probe buried interfacial fea

tures associated with new band profiles in a ZnSe:GaAs heterostructure[16), new

bonds at a Si0
2

: Si interface[30, 31], and strain at Si based interfaces[19, 32]. In

the ZnSe:GaAs work, a virtual cross-over transition between the ZnSe valence band

and a resonance state of a quantum well located across the junction in the GaAs con

duction band was observed. Such a virtual coupling was shown to be very sensitive

to interfacial lattice relaxation[17] and electronic traps at the heterojunction[33).

This thesis is focused on the investigation of electronic properties of GaAs based

interfaces and surfaces by means of second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy.

GaAs is an important material in integrated circuits and opoelectronics[34). For

2
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instance, the GaAs based heterostructures AlxGal_xAsjGaAs are useful for electro

optic device applications, e.g. laser diodes and solar-cells[35, 36]. On the other hand,

the remarkable electronic and optical performances of GaAs based devices are influ

enced by growth conditions, defects, and reconstructions. For example, laser diodes

degrade when the defects act as non-radiative recombination centers[37]. As many

as fifteen (twelve) electron (hole) traps have been identified in GaAs[38]. However,

their nature is only partially understood.

By comparison to recent interface second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopies[13,

16, 30, 31, 19,32]' our results explicitly reveal the existence of defect states near the

interface. Our experiments exhibit interface midgap states at metal:GaAs junctions

and demonstrate that these states are sensitive to interface preparation[39]. In con

trast to the UPS and CLS measurements[10, 23,24]' however, sharp resonant features

were observed. The intrinsic interface sensitivity of second-order nonlinear optical

spectroscopies enables us to suppress spectral contributions from the adjoining bulk

media, resulting in more specific assignment of the interfacial spectral features. Fur

ther studies of Oxide:GaAs systems reveal the sensitivity of second-order nonlinear

optical processes to the depletion electric field which arises from the charging of

the surface state[40]. Our observations introduce a new class of nonlinear optical

phenomena at interfaces which provides useful information about defect states[39],

depletion fields[40], and carrier diffusion along the surfaces[41].

This thesis is organized as follows. First, a brief introduction to second-order

nonlinear spectroscopy is presented in chapter 2. The symmetry dependence of the

second order susceptibility and the azimuthal angular dependence of the nonlinear

polarization configurations are discussed. Some concerns about higher order con

tributions are explored, and two typical SHG spectra from the bulk and surface of

GaAs(OOl) crystal are illustrated.

In chapter 3, the experimental implementations and laser systems are described

in detail, and some concerns about signal processing are addressed. We also discuss

3
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some useful linear optical reflectivity experiments.

In chapter 4, general electronic and optical properties of GaAs are reviewed,

and the MBE growth conditions of our samples are presented. We also discuss some

properties of our samples, such as the Fermi level pinning and surface reconstruction.

In chapter 5, we present a theoretical analysis of second-order nonlinear optical

processes in the presence of the depletion electric field. Our main interest is to eluci

date the relationship between the macroscopic susceptibility Xm and the depletion

electric field. The field induced modification of the second-order nonlinear suscepti

bility has been found to add destructively to the unperturbed existing bulk nonlinear

second-order susceptibility xt;,>z. This diminution depends on the square of the near

surface depletion electric field.

In chapter 6, the SHG experimental results in Oxide:GaAs systems are presented

and compared to our theoretical analysis in chapter 5. Experiments reveal that

the near surface second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, xt;,>z, is significantly

affected by the depletion electric fields in GaAs(OOl). With increasing depletion

fields, both n- and p-type GaAs samples exhibit a reduction of the bulk second

order susceptibility xt;,>z, independent of the electric field direction. This picture is

in agreement with our theoretical expectations. Our experiments demonstrate the

quadratic relationship between the SHG intensity and the electric field at low dopant

concentrations.

The sensitivity of the near surface bulk second-order susceptibility to the de

pletion electric field has also been demonstrated using a photomodulation second

harmonic generation (PSHG) technique. In such PSHG experiments, light from a

Tungsten-lamp-monochromator illuminates the sample to modulate the band bend

ing in the depletion region while the SHG experiment is in progress. An enhancement

of the second-harmonic intensity has been observed for both n- and p- type samples

as a result of a modulation light induced reduction of the depletion fields. We have

performed time dependent measurements to follow the decrease of the SHG intensity
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after the photomodulation light is turned off. This is a direct measurement of the

surface state (trap) discharging time[33]. Although samples with different doping

densities have much different depletion widths, all of our samples exhibit approxi

mately the same discharging time (rv 25 seconds).

Furthermore, spatially separated second-harmonic generating and photomodula

tion light beams were employed to study the transverse diffusion of carriers confined

near GaAs(OOl) surfaces. Carrier transport was found to be isotropic and diffusive

with small effective diffusion coefficients compared to those of carriers in the bulk.

The effective diffusion coefficient is 2 X 10-2 cm2
/ second (3 x 10-3 cm2

/ second) for

electrons (holes). It is proposed that these differences arise through the effects of

charge traps and near surface charge recombination. Temperature dependent mea

surements further confirm that charge traps play a prominent role in the diffusion

of both holes and electrons.

In chapter 7, we describe how second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy was

used to probe the interface electronic structure of GaAs based thin films and inter

faces. The interface spectra from Au:GaAs n-type systems exhibit two resonance

features at 0.715 eV and 0.731 eV in Ga-rich interface and a single resonance fea

ture at 0.715 eV in As-rich interface. A similar single resonance feature at 0.715

eV was observed in As:GaAs n-type samples, but were not present in Oxide:GaAs

and metal:GaAs p-type systems. All of the observed resonance features are sharp

one-photon resonances. Our results suggest that the one photon resonances from

metal:GaAs n-type samples are due to a resonant transition from the occupied

midgap states to the conduction band minimum. As a result of the lower occu

pied midgap electron density in p-type and oxide systems, the resonance process

originating from these midgap states was too weak to be detected.

The similar resonance at 0.715 eV in As-rich Au:GaAs and As:GaAs n-type sam

ples suggests that this common interface state may be related to As atoms. On the

other hand, the interface state at rv 0.731 eV was only found at the Ga-rich interface

5
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in Au:GaAs n-type systems. This indicates that this interface state is related to the

presence of excessive Ga atoms at the interface. We suggest that the interfacial res

onance features may arise from the existence of atomic displacement-induced defect

states near the junction. In such cases, the formation of As (Ga) atom displacement

induced defect states near the As-rich (Ga-rich) interface is expected as a result of

the relative concentrations of As and Ga atoms during growth. Qualitatively the

two resonance peaks (peak height or integrated area) can be related to the ratio of

As:Ga at the interface. In comparison to the broadened interface states observed

in photoemission at very low Au coverages on GaAs surfaces[23], the very sharp

observed spectra suggest that overlayer metal atoms displace the As or Ga, and that

the detected atomic displacement defects occur in bulk GaAs just far enough from

the interface so that their interaction with the metal overlayer free electron states

is weak. Possible origins of the dramatic spectral differences observed by our non

linear optical technigues and other no interface sensitive surface techniques will be

considered.

Finally, a summary and discussion of furture directions are presented in chapter

8.
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Chapter 2

Second-order nonlinear optical

spectroscopy

Second-order nonlinear optical process has inherent sensitivity to the buried inter

faces. Because of broken bulk symmetry at the interface, interface second-order sus

ceptibilities have different symmetry properties as compared to the bulk substrate(25].

In this chapter, we present a brief review of nonlinear optical processes, especially

the second-order nonlinear process. Two typical second harmonic generation (SHG)

spectroscopies from GaAs(OOl) bulk and surface are demonstrated.

2.1 Introduction to Nonlinear Optics

When the optical dielectric constants and magnetic permeabilities become functions

of the electromagnetic fields in the media, nonlinear optical processes arise[42]. For

instance, the Pockels effect, in which an applied DC electric field changes a crystal's

dielectric constants, was observed long before the advent of lasers. However in many

cases, nonlinear optical effects require intense electromagnetic fields for observation.

Many interesting nonlinear optical phenomena have been observed since the invention

of lasers[25]. When two intense light beams (with frequencies WI, W2) propagate

7
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(2.2)

(2.3)

nn

E(r,t) = ,,£E(kn,wn ) = ,,£Enei(wnt-knor)

n n

P(r,t) = ,,£P(kn,wn ) = ,,£Pnei(wnt-knor).

For linear optical processes, only the n = 1 and n = 2 terms are nonzero(431· For

1 fP 47f 8
z

(V x V x +C
Z

8tz]E(r, t) = -72 8tZP(r, t). (2.1)

The polarizations P(1', t) are expressed in terms of the fields and also serve as sources

for the fields. When two waves at frequencies W1 and Wz incident into a nonlinear

media (E1ei(Wlt-klor) and Ezei(W2t-k2or)), the solution of fields E(r, t) and polarizations

P(r,t) is typically expanded into a set of infinite plane waves:

The interaction betweeen electromagnetic waves and a medium is governed by

the Maxwell equation. The general description of waves propagation in a nonlinear

media is(42]

inside a nonlinear media, new optical fields at different frequencies, such as 2
W

1, 2
w

z,

W1 + Wz, W1 _ Wz, 3wl, and 3wz, etc., can be generated under certain circumstances.

(2.4)1 8z . 47f 8
z

(
V x V x +--]E e,(w1t-k1or) = ----p (1' t)

cZ 8t z 1 CZ 8tZ 1 ,

__47f 8z
(1)E ei(w1t-k1or)

- CZ 8tZX 1 .

The more general solution, W
n

= [W1+mwZ (l, m are integers), represents higher-order

instance,

nonlinear optical processes,
1 8z 47f 8

z
[V X V X +c' iJP]E(kn,Wn) = -2 iJt,P(kn,Wn) (2.5)

__ 47f!t- (l+m) ( _ [ (,h .. o)· l( ) m( )_ C
Z

8t
zX

W
n

- W1 +mwz,~~ . E k 1 ,W1 E kz,wz,

I m

In this case, the nonlinear susceptibility x(l+m)(Wn,~~ couples the incident
I m

fields at W1 and Wz to produce a field at Wn = [W1 + mwz·

In the case of harmonic generation (W1=WZ) under the electric dipole approxima-

tion, the general form of the polarization can be written as
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Here the indices i,j, k refer to the cartesian components of the fields. The first,

second, and third terms represents the linear polarization, second-order nonlinear

polarization, and the third-order nonlinear polarization, respectively. Under nonres

onant conditions, Xm is usually 6 to 7 orders of magnitude smaller than Xij, and Xml

is 12 to 14 orders of magnitude smaller than Xij[25, 43]. The nth-order susceptibility

is roughly 7n orders of magnitude smaller than the linear susceptibility Xij'

Many nonlinear optical experiments involve second-order nonlinear optical pro-

cesses. Typical experiments are sum frequency generation SFG (W3 = Wl+WZ) and

difference frequency generation DFG (W3 = WI-WZ)' Since our research work focused

on second-order nonlinear optical phenomena, the following discussion concentrates

on second-order nonlinear optical processes. The second-order polarization P(Z)(W3)

can consist of electric dipoles, magnetic dipoles, electric quadrupoles, or even higher

order multipole contributions[42]. In the plane wave approximation, the second-order

nonlinear optical wave equation is written as[42]

With

Xm (rml ) is a third rank tensor (forth rank tensor). The first term represents

the electric dipole contribution, and second term represents the magnetic dipole and

electric quadrupole contributions. Generally the dominant contribution is from the

electric dipole term X~Jk(W3) : Ej(Wl)Ek(wz). Only in media for which the electric

dipole transition is forbidden, will the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole contri

butions dominate the nonlinear process. The magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole

contributions are usually 105 or 106 times smaller than the electric dipole[25]. There

fore we mainly consider second-order nonlinear optical processes in the electronic

dipole transition approximation. Discussions of higher-order terms are presented in

references 45, 46, and 47.
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In the consideration of electric dipole contribution, the incident wave produce a

second harmonic source polarization, p(2)

with
~2w

kb = 2k = VE(w)-.
C

Therefore the exact solution to equation 2.7 is

'"

(2.8)

p represents a unit vector in the direction of p(2w). The first term of Eq. (2.8) is

the solution of the homogeneous part of nonlinear wave equation 2.7. This wave

propagates in the direction of kj, i.e.,

~2w
kf = VE(2w)-.

c

The second term is a particular solution of the inhomogeneous nonlinear wave equa

tion 2.7. This field is bound to the fundamental wave, and propagates with wavevec

tor k
b

• The subscripts "f" and "b" refer to free and bound waves respectively.

In general, the nonlinear optical radiation could appear in all directions; However

the the radiation pattern is strongly peaked in a certain direction due to the so called

phase matching condition. For instance, in the case of sum frequency generation

(SFG) experiments, energy conservation requires W3 = WI +W2, while the momentum

conservation requires k3 = k1+k2 . Therefore the most effective SFG is along the

phase matching direction k3 (see figure 2.1 (a)). In the case of second harmonic

generation at an interface boundary, the tangential momentum conservation of each

individual frequencies, wand 2w, must be satisfied. For the fundamental frequency,

WI, it is linear Snell's law, i.e.,

i R Tkll(w) = kll (w) = kll (w).

10
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Here 'i', 'R', and 'T' refer to incident, reflected and refracted waves respectively.

II represents the tangential component. To satisfy this condition for the harmonic

wave at 2w, we get the boundary conditions

k
fi

(k
bi

) represents the magnitude of the free (bound) wavevector in medium-i (see

figure 2.1(b)). kn(w) is the linear refracted wave. In the case of vacuum/solid

interface, the angles of reflection and refraction of the second harmonic waves are

derived as

. T krz,II(2w) c;;::.-l. i

smBf = Ik[z(2w)1 = VE(2w) smB,

Here Bi is the fundamental wave incident angle. The reflected second harmonic wave

propagates in the same direction as the reflected fundamental wave. The bound wave

propagates in the same direction as the refracted fundamental wave, and whereas

the free wave in general goes in a different direction. In the case of solid-1/solid-2

interface, the above equation is

JE2(w)sinOf == JEl(w)sinO
i
.

More complicated cases such sum frequency generation is presented in reference 42.
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The nonlinear optical susceptibility depends on the character of the media that

supports the polarization. For example, it depends on properties such as symmetry,

band-structure, etc.. In this section, we briefly describe some general properties of

the nonlinear optical susceptibility.

2.2.1 Permutation symmetries of nonlinear susceptibility

The nth-order nonlinear optical process arises from the interaction of n optical fields

through a nth-order nonlinear optical susceptibility X~~~k,..Aw, Wll W2, ...wn ). Because

those n fields are simultaneously interacting, a variation in their orders should not

change the final field strength. Thus there exist an intrinsic permutation symmetry

in the nonlinear susceptibility X~~~k,...t(W, WI, W2, ...Wn ) such that the Cartesian indices

can be permuted together with their frequencies, i.e, n total (j,WI), (k,W2), ... ,(t,wn )

pairs can be permutated among the tensor elements X~1k,..Aw, Wll W2, ...wn ), without

changing its value. In the case of second-order nonlinear susceptibility, the intrinsic

symmetry permutation is simply,

(2.9)

As a result, the original 324 complex elements of X(2) elements reduce to 81 inde

pendent parameters.

If the media is optically lossless, a full permutation symmetry exists(47), i.e.,

all n+1 (i,w), (j,WI), (k,W2)""'(t,wn ) pairs can be permutated among the tensor

element X~1k,...t(W, WI, W2, ...Wn ) without changing its value. In particular, the second

order nonlinear susceptibility, with the full symmetry permutation, is simply,

(2.10)
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Under the full symmetry conditions, all elements of X(2) are real, and all 81 pa

rameters of X(2) reduces to 27 independent elements. Furthermore, in the absence

of dispersion, the nonlinear susceptibility is essentially independent of frequency,

and X~J~k,..Aw, WI, W2, ..•wn ) remains constant when only the Cartesian indices are

permuted. This is called Kleinman's symmetry. If all of the above conditions are

satisfied, the number of independent tensor elements can be greatly reduced. For

example, the total number of independent elements of X(2) reduces to 10.

2.2.2 Spatial symmetries of nonlinear susceptibility

The spatial symmetries of nonlinear susceptibility depends solely on the properties of

the crystal and must be consistent with the physical properties of the crystal. Such

symmetry constraints are expressed in a very general form by Neumann's principle,

which states that a crystal point group must be either the same or a subgroup of

the symmetry group inherent in the physical property considered [48]. For example,

under the electric dipole approximation, a sec'Cmd-order susceptibility is forbidden

in a media such as Si which possesses an inversion symmetry. On the other hand,

GaAs carries a single nonzero bulk second-order susceptibility X~~z based on its zinc

bIende crystal structure[47). Moverover, at surfaces or interfaces, the bulk symmetry

is broken and some of the bulk forbidden second-order nonlinear susceptibilities may

be allowed.

In many cases, the interface or surface has a rather well-defined structural sym

metry. The interface Xm will have symmetry properties related to the interface

structures [28). In GaAs(OOl) case, the bulk symmetry 43m is reduced to mm2 at

the surface. The allowed surface second-order susceptibilities are X~::, x~~l, X~~:, in

stead of a single element X~~z inside the bulk, where the surface plane [001) is chosen

in the x- fj plane and x- z, fj - zare the two mirror planes. This can be explained

as follows. Consider reflection operations through two mirror planes

X ----t -x

13
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y ----+ -yo

These spatial symmetry operations do not change the values of the surface X~~k'
Since Xm transforms as a cartesian tensor, x or Y must appear evenly in the i,j, k

. d' A It th . h' I t f (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)In Ices. s a resu, e nonvanls lng e emen s 0 Xijk are Xxxz' Xxzx' Xzxx' Xyyz'

X}?zt, x~~t, and X~;~. According to the intrinsic symmetry permutation, x~lz =
X~}x and X1~z = X1;t must be satisfied. Generally, surface second-order nonlinear

optical susceptibilities X~~k with different symmetries can be calculated under the

same rules, and the results are shown in Table 2.1. Some higher-order nonlinear

optical susceptibilities are also presented in reference 47.

2.3 Nonlinear susceptibility and the band-structure

of crystals

Microscopically the nonlinear susceptibility arises from the dipole transitions among

the electronic states of the medium. The most general phenomenological form of

n-th order susceptibility is,

(n) rv en+! ~ (glf'Je)(elf'Je') (Jlilg)
X N Tin f (WI _ W

eg
+ ifeg)(W2 - Wef g + ifefg) ...... (Wn - Wfg + if fg)

g,e,e , . (2.11 )

Here Ig) represents ground state, and Ie), Ie'), ... are any excited states of the medium.

N is the number of atoms(molecules) per volume. There are a total of n frequen

cies (WI, W2, •.• .w
n

), all of which are coupled with the energy levels of the medium

through the nth-order nonlinear susceptibility. Clearly the spectrum of the non

linear susceptibilities should reveal the correlation between the electronic structure

and the nonlinear optical interactions. Whenever the optical field energy Tiwn equals

the transition energy between two states (e.g. nwf g), the nonlinear susceptibility is

resonantly enhanced. The most interesting features of the nonlinear optical spec

troscopy involve those resonance terms and reveals electronic structure informations
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about the system. In contrast, the nonresonance terms only contribute a constant

background.

There are many detailed calculations of nonlinear second-order susceptibilities

based on perturbation theory [25, 42, 47, 49, 50]. In the case of second-harmonic

generation, the X~n can be written as

(2)
Xijk =

x[(2w - wng + ifng t 1(w - Wnlg + ifnlg)-l

+(2w +wng + ifng)-l(w +Wnlg + ifnlgt
1

+(w +Wng + ifng)-l(w - Wnlg + ifn'g)-l]

(2.12)

Here Ig) represents the ground state, and In') and In) are two excited states of the

medium. From the view of the electric dipole transition approximation, we can

also see why the second-order susceptibility in an inversion symmetric medium is

zero. The states Ig), In'), In) must have definite parity in the inversion symmetric

medium and r can only connect states with opposite parity in the dipole transition

approximation. Since r occurs an odd number of times in the transition matrix, the

second-order nonlinear susceptibility vanishes. Furthermore, we can roughly estimate

the magnitude of the second-order susceptibility of a crystal. X(2) scales as :~3 r
3

,

and with a typical atomic length r rv 1O-8 cm, W rv 1015 Hz, and N rv 10
22

cm-
3

, one

obtains X(2) rv 1O-8 esu.

The second-order nonlinear optical process involves three-wave mixing. The in

terband or intraband transition starts from ground state Ig), passes through a first

excited state In), to a second excited state In'), and finally returns to the ground

state (see figure 2.2). Such processes are virtual transitions in which no population

transfer occurs. The value of X includes a summation over all possible excited states.

The resonance could be a one-photon resonance, in which the incident photon en

ergy nw equals an energy transition between two states involved, or a two photon
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resonance in which the second-harmonic photon energy 2nw equals the energy tran

sitions of two states involved. The summation over all states makes the problem

complicated and unsolvable. Fortunately experiments only deal with resonances or

near resonances, and the dominate terms of second-order susceptibilities mainly arise

from those resonance states. For example, in direct band gap materials, if the fun

damental SH generating photon energy is near the energy band gap of the system,

the second-order-susceptibility is dominated by the transitions between the valence

band maximum and conduction band minimum [50]. Thus, we only need to consider

resonance states in our theoretical analysis.

2.4 Second-order Nonlinear Optical Experiments

Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy attracts specific attention due to its long

penetration depths and intrinsic interface specificity[25]. Many successful second

order nonlinear optical (SHG or SFG) experiments have been performed to probe

different interfacial properties, such as surface adsorption/ desorption[51 ], interface

structures[28, 52, 53], electronic dynamics at interfaces[54], and interface states[13,

16]. In this section, we describe two typical second-harmonic generation experi

ments in GaAs(OOl) systems. The surface signals from the GaAs(OOl) samples were

separated from the bulk signals by proper choice of sample orientation and light

polarizations.

2.4.1 SHG from GaAs(OOl) bulk

GaAs has a zinc-blende crystal structure (43m) and carries a single nonzero bulk

second-order susceptibility XPJz. In the laboratory frame, the surface was in the

x - fj plane, and the z axis was normal to the surface [001J plane. The crystal axes

were Xl, fjl, and Zl. The Zl axis is the same as z, and the Xl - fjl plane sits in the x- fj

plane with a relative angle </> between the Xl and x (see figure 2.3). The symmetry of
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CaAs bulk Xm can be measured by rotating the crystal with respect to the laboratory

frame. If a p-polarized (polarization in the plane of incidence, i.e., in x direction)

fundamental light propagates in the CaAs(OOl) crystal, the generated s-polarized

(perpendicular to the plane of incidence, i.e., in fj direction) second-harmonic light

can be derived as follows. The fundamental incident light fields in the crystal frame

are related to the fields in the lab frame as follows,

Ez'(w) = Ez = Eocos(O)

Ex'(w) = Eosin(O)cos(</»

Ey'(w) = -Eosin(O)sin(</»

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Here Eo is the incident optical field at frequency w, and 0 is the incident angle with

respect to the z axis. Therefore the output SHC field in the crystal frame can be

written as

(2.16)

(2.17)

As a result, the s-polarized SHC output field is

(2.18)

Therefore in the p-inJs-out polarization configuration, the output SHC signal ex

hibits a cos2 (2</» functional dependence on the rotation angle </>. This rotation

symmetry of cos2 (2</» is the same whether one detects SHC signal in reflection or

transmission geometry. The bulk SHC output field as a function of the rotation

angle </> and polarization has been calculated in table 2.2.

It is worth noting that both the probing light and the SHC output must propagate

through the boundary between the air and the CaAs(OOl) crystal. The effect of

this can be taken into account using the Fresnel coefficients which depend on the

linear optical properties of the medium and the incident angle O. Nevertheless, the
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boundary condition effects do not change the SHG signal rotation symmetry with

respect to angle <jJ. More detailed calculations of the boundary effects is presented

in reference [55]. Our SHG signal from undoped GaAs(OOl) as a function of the

rotation angle in a reflection geometry has been plotted in figure 2.4. The cos
2

(2<jJ)

relationship has been successfully demonstrated. By selecting <jJ = 0, we maximized

the sensitivity to the bulk SHG contribution. A typical bulk GaAs SHG spectrum is

plotted in figure 2.5. After considering linear factor [55], we determined IX~~zl, and

our spectra indicate a one-photon resonance at Eo and a two photon resonance at

E1 in GaAs crystal (see figure 2.6) [56].

2.4.2 SHG from GaAs(OOl) surface

The separation of bulk and surface GaAs signals in second-order nonlinear optical

experiments is achieved by choosing certain light polarization configurations. At

the surface, the bulk symmetry is broken and some bulk forbidden second-order

susceptibilities are allowed in the surface symmetry frame. Moreover, the surface

symmetry axes will not necessarily be the same as the bulk symmetry axes.

At the GaAs(OOI) surface, the bulk symmetry 43m is broken, and the new sym

metry for the surface is mm2. In the mm2 symmetry frame (5:", [/', 2"), the symmetry

axis 5:" (i;") in which the two mirror planes (5:" - 2", y" - 2") sit is rotated 45° about

the 2 axis (2" =2) with respect to the crystal axis 5:' (y') (see figure 2.7). Microscop

ically GaAs surface mm2 symmetry frame and bulk 43m smmetry frame are plotted

in figure 2.8.

When an s-polarized fundamental wave is incident on the sample, the incident

field in the laboratory frame is

q

In the mm2 frame, the fields are

EXII(W) = Ey(w)sin(<jJ +45°)5/'

18
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Eyll(W) = Ey(w)cos(<p +45°)11"

EZII(W) = 0

(2.21 )

(2.22)

The nonvanishing second-order susceptibilities in the mm2 symmetry are given in

table 2.1. Finally, the second harmonic output fields in the mm2 symmetry frame

are

E XII(2w) = 0

E yll(2w) = 0

E ZII(2w) = [Xzllxllxllsin2(<p + 45°) + XZ"yllytlCOS
2

(<p + 45°)]E;2

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

The only nonzero surface SHe field is polarized along the 2 direction. Thus, the

above function exhibits a p-polarized SHe output field as a function of the rotation

angle <p. All possible rotation angle dependences of the SHe field from a eaAs(OOl)

surface are calculated in table 2.2. With <p = 0 for such an s-in/p-out configu

ration, the measured SHe signal arises only from the surface XZIfXtlXtl and Xzlfylfytl

contributions, while the bulk contribution is zero (see table 2.2).

According to table 2.2, in p-in/p-out with <p = 0 configuration, one can also ob

serve pure surface SHe contributions. A typical SHe spectrum with surface contri

butions is plotted in figure 2.9. These surface SHe signals arises mainly from surface

second-order susceptibility Xztlztlztl, XXtlZIX"' XyllZtlyll, XZtlXtlXl1 and Xzllytlytl. According

to the full symmetry permutation, XX"ZIIXII (XyIlZllytl) is equal to XZIIXtlX" (XZtlylly
tl

).

However, our SHe experiments in s-in/p-out configuration indicate that the surface

SHe signals from XZtlXtlXIf and XZtlyll ytl contributions were two orders of magnitude

smaller than surface signal in p-in/p-out configuration. (see figure 2.9). It suggests

that the surface second-order susceptibility elements XZIIX"XII and Xzllyllyll are much

weaker than the element XZtlZIlZIf. Under such circumstances, the above surface SHe

signals in p-in/p-out configuration arise mainly from XZIIZIIZII. In the s-in/s-out polar

ization configuration, all surface and bulk second-order nonlinear optical processes

are forbidden in the electric dipole approximation, the SHe signal was below our
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noise level.

2.4.3 Some concerns about higher-order contributions

There exist two kinds of higher-order contributions to the second-order nonlinear

optical processes. One arises from the nonlocal response of the system which carries

the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole contributions (r~j:!E)wI)VkE~W2))[55].

The other arises from the higher-order electric dipole effect under a strong external

field. For example, the third-order susceptibility under an external EpG field results

in an effective second-order susceptibility x~j:) = Xijkl : EpG[57, 58, 59, 60]. The

forth-rank tensors rijkl and Xijkl have exactly the same symmetry. For 43m symme

try media (GaAs, ZnSe), the nonzero elements for r ijkl and Xijkl are shown in Table

2.3. Theoretically these elements are much smaller than the second-order electric

dipole susceptibility by a factor of 105 to 107 [25].

Generally it is conventional to divide the nonlocal effects from the electric quadrupole

and magnetic dipole into isotropic and anisotropic contributions with respect to the

orientation of the crystal:

pFw) = (0 - {J - 2,)(E· V)Ei + {JEi(V . E) + ,Vi(E· E) + (EiViEi. (2.26)

Here 0, {J", and ( are phenomenological constants. The first three terms are isotropic,

and the last term is anisotropic with respect to the orientation of the crystal. The

relationships among 0, {J", (, and rijkl has been discussed in reference[55]. These

higher-order contributions to second-order nonlinear processes can be calculated in

specific polarization configurations. For media with 43m symmetry, in the s-injp-out

configuration, the results are[55]

Px = -2(E~kxsin2 ¢cos2 ¢ + 2,E~kz(sin4 ¢ + cos4 ¢)

P - r . E 2 k· - r(L) E 2 r(L) E 2 k - r(G) E 2k - IE2 k
z - zy'y y ,- zyxy y + zyzy y z - zxzx y z - 2 y z

(2.27)

(2.28)

If we set ¢ = 0, the output SHG contributions are determined by the tensor element
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•
/. In addition, the surface dipole contributions to SHG also exist at <P = 0 in the s

in/p-out polarization configuration (see Table 2.2). Therefore, we can only measure

the linear combination of / and the surface tensor elements Xzxx, Xzyy,

(2.29)

On the other hand, in the s-in/s-out configuration, the surface SHG radiation is zero.

The SHG signal arises from the higher-order bulk nonlinearity C.

(2.30)

Therefore the possibility of higher-order bulk contributions can be examined in the

s-in/s-out and s-in/p-out polarization configurations. All of our experimental results

show that these higher-order contributions were too weak to be detected (see last

section discussions).

In addition, higher-order bulk contributions can also be brought out with an

externally applied DC electric field. Macroscopically such a field creates effective

second-order susceptibilities through the coupling of the external field E and the

third-order susceptibility or even higher-order susceptibilities,

(2) _ (3). (4).
Xijk - Xijkl . Ez + Xijklm . EIEm + ...

Here the I, m, ... are the external fields directions. Physically this can be understood

as follows. The external fields break the bulk symmetry, and perturb the electronic

states of the medium. As a result it leads to the enhancement of otherwise forbidden

second-order nonlinear optical processes. For example, external-field-induced second

harmonic generation (DCSHG) have been observed in gases[57, 58] and crystals[59,

60]. In the case of GaAs(OOl), the coupling of the field E normal to the surface and

third-order susceptibilities (x}]l = X}:kz : E z ) could result in the nonzero elements,

X (2) X(2) = X(2) X(2) = X(2) X(2) = X(2) (see table 2 3) Furthermore the field alsozzz' yzy xzx' yyz xxz' zyy zxx . . ,

induces perturbations to the original bulk second-order susceptibility Xxyz' Such field

induced effects are discussed in chapter 5 and demonstrated in our experiments.
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Symmetry 1 IMirror Plane I Nonvanishing Elements

11

C1 No Mirror xxx, xxy = xyx, xyy, yxx,
yxy = yyx, yyy, xxz = xzx, xyz = xzy,
yxz = yzx, yyz = yzy, zxx, zxy = zyx,

zyy, xzz, yzz, zxz = zzx,
zyz = zZY,zzz

C1v y-i xxy = xyz, yxx, yyy, xxz = xzx,
yyz = yzy, zxx, zyy, yzz,

zyz = zzy, zzz
Cz No Mirror xxz = xzx, xyz = xzy, yxz = yzx,

yyz = yzy, zxx, zyy,
zxy = zyx, zzz

Czv x-i,fJ-i xxz = xzx, yyz = yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz
C3 No Mirror xxx = -xyy = -yxy = -yyx,

yyy = -yxx = -xxy = -xyx,
xxz = xzx = yyz = yzy,

xyz = xzy = -yxz = -yzx,
zxx = zyy, zzz

C3v
~ ~y-z yyy = -yxx = -xxy = -xyz,

xxz = xzx = yyz = yzy,
xxz = xzx = yyz = yzy,

zxx = zyy, zzz
C4 ,C6 No Mirror xxz = xzx = yyz = yzy,

xyz = xzy = -yxz = -yzx,
zxx = zyy, zzz

C4v , C6v ,
A A A '"x-z,y-z xxz = xzx = yyz = yzy,

isotropic zxx = ZYY,zzz

Table 2.1: Surface X(Z) elements for several symmetry classes (x - fj surface plane); 1.
Cn represents point group containing one n-fold proper rotation axis; Cnv contains
Cn plus a (Tv reflections. (Tv contains a reflection in a plane passing through the axis
of the highest symmetry. Cn also requires n of these (Tv'S separated by ~.
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Polarization I Surface C2v Contribution

o

[XZIIZIIZIIE; + XzllxllxIlE;coS2( 4> + 45°)
+XzllyllyIlE;sin2(4> +45°)}2

+ [XxllzllxllcOS2( 4> + 45°)
+XyllzllyIlSin2(4> +45°)JExEzx

Bulk 43m Contribution

o
Xz'x'y' E; sin(24»2

Table 2.2: Anglar dependence of second harmonic polarization E(2w) for GaAs(OOl)
bulk 43m and surface mm2 symmetries. Here xyz, x'y'z', and x"y"z" represent
laboratory frame, bulk 43m symmetry frame, and surface mm2 symmetry frame,
respectively.
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rijkl r xxxx = r yyyy = r zzzz,

r yzzy = r zyyz = r zxxz = r xzzx = r xyyx = r yxxy,

r yzyz = r zxzx = r xzxz = r yxyx = r xyxy,

r yyzz = r zzyy = r zzxx = r xxzz = r xxyy = r yyxx

Xijkl Xyyzz = Xzzyy = Xzzxx = Xxxzz = Xxxyy = Xyyxx,

Xxxxx = Xyyyy = Xzzzz,

Xyzyz = Xzxzx = Xxzxz = Xyxyx = Xxyxy,

Xyzzy = Xzyyz = Xzxxz = Xxzzx = Xxyyx = Xyxxy

Table 2.3: Nonzero forth-rank tensor elements for 43m symmetry media
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(a) 110)3 110)1+'110)2

k3 = k1 + k2

(b)

Medium 1

Medium 2

Tkb2 (20))

Figure 2.1: (a) Phase matching diagram for sum frequency generation. nW3 = nWl +
'liw2: energy conservation; k3 = kl + k2: moment conservation. (b) The tangential
momentum conservation of each individual frequencies, wand 2w, at an interface.
For the fundamental frequency (WI): k{I(W) = k~(w) = kif(w). For the harmonic

wave (2w): 2kif(w) = kfz,II(2w) = kJz,Il(2w) = kfl,II(2w).
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(a) Three-wave Mixing in Two -level system

-

In'>

Ig>
(b) Three-wave Mixing Process in Three-level System

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of three-wave mixing processes. (a) Three-wave
mixing in a two level system. An intraband transition (In > to In » is involved.

(b) Three-wave mixing in a three level system.
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GaAs (001)

Y' [010]

e

Y [010]

/
/

/
/

/
/

/ <I>

X' [100]

X [100]

Z [001] and Z' [001]

Figure 2.3: Second harmonic generation in GaAs(001) crystal. XYZ(X'Y' Z') rep
resents the laboratory (crystal) frame. 4> is the angle between the crystaline [lOO}
axis with the plane of the incidence. The fundamental SH generating light Tiw is
p-polarized, at a incident angle ewith the Z axis. SHG light is s-polarized.
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36027018090
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o

200.------------------.---.

Angle <\>

Figure 2.4: In p-in/s-out configuration, a typical bulk GaAs(OOl) SHG (Xxyz) output
are plotted as a function angle cPo The fundamental photon energy is at nw = 1.41
eV. The solid line is fitting by using formula ISHG = Iocos

2
(2cP)·
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Two-Photon Energy (eV)

2.50
140

2.60 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10

120

20

SHG Spectrum from GaAs(OOl) Bulk

1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55

One-Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 2.5: In p-in/s-out with <p = 0 configuration, SHG signals from GaAs(OOl)
bulk (XXyz) are plotted as a function of fundamental (one-photon) and SHG photon

(two-photon) energies.
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Figure 2.6: rx~Jzl as a function of one and two-photon energy for GaAs. Eo and E1

represent two resonance features which are related to GaAs Eo transition and E1

transition.
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GaAs(OOl) Surface

Y' [010] X"
Surface ~ I

\

\
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\
/

/
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X

Z, Z'[OOl), and Z"

Figure 2.7: Three different frames at GaAs(001) surface. XY Z, X'Y' Z' and X"Y" Z"
represent laboratory frame, GaAs crystal bulk frame (43m symmetry), and GaAs
surface frame (mm2 symmetry), respectively (see figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.8: Microscopic view of surface mm2 symmetry axis with respect to the bulk
43m symmetry axis at GaAs(OOl) surface.
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Figure 2.9: SHG signals from GaAs(OOl) surface are plotted as a function of fun
damental (one-photon) and SHG photon (two-photon) energies. The crystaline axis
[100] is in the plane of incidence, i.e. <P = O. In p-in/p-out, SHG signal arose from
the contributions of xi;~, X~~x and x~;~. In s-in/p-out, SHG signals arose from the
contributions of xPlx and x~;~, and were much smaller than the p-in/p-out surface
signals. More details are in text.
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Chapter 3

Laser systems and experimental

implementation

In this chapter, we give a brief overview of our laser systems, which provide us with

tunable probing light sources from visible to mid-infrared spectral regions. General

optical implementations and electronic data acquisition systems are also presented.

3.1 Pumping laser

All of our tunable laser systems (dye-laser or optical parametric oscillator 0 PO) are

pumped by a Spectra Physics GCR-3 Nd:YAG Q-switched laser. The laser produces

p-polarized (horizontally polarized) pulses, with a time duration of 10 nanoseconds

and a repetition rate of 10 Hz, at a fixed wavelength of 1064 nm. The average

pulse energy of the 1064 nm light pulse reaches "J 1 J /pulse. A frequency doubler

(SHG) stage containing a temperature controlled, phase-matched KDP (1<H 2P04 )

doubling crystal is pumped by the 1064 nm laser pulses to generate s-polarized

(vertical polarization) pulses at 532 nm wavelength. The phase matching in the

KDP crystal can be either type-I or type-II [25]. Therefore two kinds of KDP crystals

can be used in the frequency doubler stage. A type-II (type-I) KDP crystal has a
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high (low) power conversion efficiency at rv 45% (rv 30%). As a result of different

phase velocities of the ordinary and extraordinary lights in the KDP crystal, the

pumping light will not be linearly polarized after a type-II KDP crystal. On the

other hand, a type-I KDP crystal preserves the linear polarization of the pumping

light (l064nm). Therefore the type-I KDP frequency doubler is the best choice

for the optical parametric oscillator OPO system which strictly requires linearly

polarized pumping beams.

3.2 Dye-laser

The dye-laser is based on the principle that many organic compounds absorb strongly

in a certain region of the visible spectrum, and fluoresce efficiently over a large

wavelength range to the red of this absorption. If the intensity of the pumping light

is very high, a population inversion between two molecular states can be attained.

Light amplification by the stimulated emission of radiation is possible over almost the

entire fluorescence band. By incorporating various pumping schemes, the dye-laser

can provide tunable coherent light from near ultraviolet to the near infrared.

In order to achieve a tunable narrow bandwidth output, one mirror of the normal

laser cavity is replaced by a diffraction grating. The grating normal makes an angle

{} with the axis of the cavity, and the light reflected back along the the cavity axis

must satisfy

2dsin{} = rnA rn = 1,2,3, ....

Here A is the oscillating wavelength of the laser and d is the grating space. As a

result, oscillation is prevented for the other wavelengths, which are not reflected back

along the cavity axis. Thus narrow bandwidth output is obtained and wavelength

tuning can be accomplished by varying grating angle {}.

Our dye laser is a Spectra-Physics PDL-2, pumped by the 532 nm light from the

Nd:YAG laser. A schematic drawing of the dye-laser layout is plotted in figure 3.1.
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Wavelength tuning is achieved by rotating the grating inside the pressure box. Figure

3.2 shows a typical dye laser output spectrum (LDS-867 Exciton dye). Such a dye

laser system contains an oscillator, pre-amplifier, and amplifier. In our experiments,

the amplifier was longitudinally pumped, and the oscillator was transversely pumped.

Generally this dye-laser system provides a photon energy range from 1.38 eV (900

nm) to 2.22 eV (560 nm). After further modification of the grating system to 1200

grooves/mm with efficiency rv 75% in near-infrared, we can extend the dye-laser

range to 970 nm by using LDS925 Exciton dye[55]. All of the dye-laser output light

was s-polarized (vertically polarized).

3.3 Ar+ ion laser

In the Ar+ ion laser, the population inversion is achieved by a two step process.

First, a large number of ground state ions are created in the high current discharge;

Second, collisions with fast electrons excite these ions to very high metastable levels

(rv 20eV above the Ar+ ground state).

Our Ar+ ion laser is a Coherent model 52. The laser provides 6 cw visible lines

Wavelengths Power(W) (3.1)

},1 = 514.5nm 1.2

},2 = 496.5nm 0.7

},3 = 488.8nm,

},4 = 488.0nm 1.1

},5 = 476.5nm

},6 = 457.9nm 0.55

All powers were measured at current of 30 A without intracavity etalon. This Ar+

ion laser is roughly 25 years old, The laser tube was rebuilt by Holo-Spectra Corp.,
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high-current operations (> 30A) are not recommended.

3.4 Optical parametric oscillator

The optical parametric oscillator is a device which produces intense optical radiation

with a high degree of spatial and temporal coherence. It generally involves at least

one three-wave mixing nonlinear optical process. Typically, a strong high-frequency

electromagnetic wave, called the pump light with- a frequency W p , interacts via the

nonlinear properties of the medium (difference frequency generation) with two lower

frequency waves (starting from quantum noises), termed the signal (ws ) and idler

(Wi) waves, to produce amplification at these two frequencies

The only difference between the parametric amplification process and difference fre

quency generation is that the parametric process is initiated by a single pumping

beam, while difference frequency generation is initiated by two pump beams of more

or less comparable intensity. In a laser, the gain is provided by a population inversion

between two states; in parametric oscillator the gain is produced by the interaction

between electromagnetic fields in a nonlinear medium. The parametric interaction

arises from the second-order nonlinear optical process based on X~Jk.

Our optical parametric generation system was a Mirage 3000 made by STI Op

tronics. Type-II phase matching KTP (I<Ti OP04 ) crystals are used as the nonlinear

media. The system was pumped by both the 532 nm and 1064 nm outputs of a

Nd:YAG, GCR-3laser. The Mirage 3000 is packaged as a single integrated unit that

is fully automated and controlled by a 386/33MHz computer supplied as an integral

part of the system. All the phase matching angles of the type-II KTP crystals were

controlled by a finely tuned stepper motor (rv 10-3 rad/step). The software that

controls the rotation stages is based on Windows 3.0.
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A schematic drawing of the Mirage 3000 OPO system is sh.own in figure 3.3. It

includes two successive stages, each stage containing two KDP crystals (7 x 7 x 15

mm3 ) with same surface-cut angle. The crystal surface was coated with an anti

reflection film for pump light and generated light.

One of the mechanisms which limits parametric generation in anisotropic crystal

IS the extraordinary wave "walk-off" effect. This effect arises from the different

propagation directions of phase (k wave vector) and energy flow (Poynting vector).

In the type-II phase matching conditions, the energy flow of the extraordinary beam

and the ordinary beam do not overlap everywhere for beams of finite cross sections.

As a result, the nonlinear conversion efficiency is lowered. Since the crystals are

angle tuned in our OPOjOPA system, the "walk-off" of the output beams from the

OPO stage will further result in low conversion efficiency when these beams pass

through crystals in the subsequent OPA stage. In addition, the walk-off angles are

different for different wavelengths, variation of output beam directions will induce

systematic errors in optical spectrum obtained in our experiments.

The "walk-off" effect is eliminated in our OPOjOPA system. This is adviced as

follows: In each stage, the two identical crystals are placed on separated rotation

mounts, and each of them is set to the phase matching angle () corresponding to the

desired output wavelength (see figure 3.4). The two crystals are arranged with their

respective optic axes at an angle of 2(} relative to one another (see figure 3.4). In

this configuration, the extraordinary beam walks off the ordinary beams in the first

crystal and then walks back on them in the second crystal. Tuning of the wavelength

is performed by rotating the two crystals about their tuning axes T Al and T A2 in

opposite directions. Thus the walk-off effects can be eliminated over the whole tuning

wavelength region. A typical OPO output power spectra is plotted in figure 3.5.

The first stage (parametric oscillator stage) is pumped by s-polarized 532 nm

light, with a pulse energy of 60 rv 90mJjpulse and a beam diameter 1> rv 5mm. It

produces a p-polarized signal (s-polarized idler) from 710 nm to 840 nm (from 1450
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nm to 2100 nm). The signal output is used to calibrate the entire range of OPO

wavelength settings.

The second stage (optical parametric amplifier stage) is pumped by the p-polarized

1064 nm light which amplifies the s-polarized idler output (1450-2100 nm) from the

first stage and generated a p-polarized idler output (from 2100 nm to 4000 nm) at the

second stage. The 1064 nm light source has a pulse energy at 250 r-J 300mJ/ pulse

and a beam diameter <p r-J 7mm. Normally the operating power is around one and

one half times of the gain threshold power for both OPO and OPA stages. Finally

an s-polarized signal (p-polarized idler) beam is amplified (generated) with a tunable

wavelength from 1450 nm to 2100 nm (from 2100 nm to 4000 nm).

The general alignment procedures are follows:

(1) After the telescopes (T1 And T2 ), both pump beams are extracted out of the

OPO box and sent far away (r-J 5 feet). Then the spatial pump beam profiles are

checked to get rid of any hot spots, while the YAG laser is operating at full power.

(2) During the alignment of OPO/OPA, the 523 nm (1064 nm) pump beam power

must be set at low pulse energy, i.e. r-J 10 mJjpulse (r-J 25 mJjpulse).

(3) All the centers of the pump beams are 50 mm above the optical bases and cen

tered through all mirrors and irises. All mirrors may need to be tuned several times.

(4) Crystals surfaces are normal to the incident pumping beams during the align

ments. In the OPO stage, this is achieved by reflecting 532 nm pump light back to

overlap with the incident 532 nm beam outside the OPO box, and then finely tunig

the crystal rotation stages to let the reflected spots on the mirror C in a vertical

line (see inlet of figure 3.3). In the OPA stage, this is achieved by reflecting 1064

nm pump light back to overlap with the incident 1064 nm beam outside the OPO

box,and then finely tunig the crystal rotation stages to let the reflected spots on the

mirror E in a horizontal line (see inlet of figure 3.3).

(5) Generally increasing pump intensity to find lasering thresholds for each stages.

In OPO stage, the thresholds for 532 nm pump light is around 25 r-J 30 mJjpulse;
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In OPA stage, the threshold for 1064 nm pump light is around 100 rv 120 mJ jpulse.

(6) In OPO stage, one needs to tune mirror H, J, I to maximize the output signal

light, then recheck the threshold. It is very important to find the correct threshold

to determine the normal operation pumping power. In OPA stage, one needs to

tune mirror H, J, I, G to maximize the output signal and idler light, then recheck

the threshold. All these procedures may need to be repeated several times.

3.5 General optical layouts

Our second-order nonlinear optical experiments were performed within different spec

tral regions. A standard PDL-2 dye laser covers a range of 1.28 eV (970 nm) to 2.22

eV (560 nm), and the Mirage 3000 OPO covers a range of 0.88 eV (1450 nm) to 0.31

eV (4000 nm). Both the dye laser and the OPO were pumped by a single Nd:YAG

laser, and can be used independently or simultaneously (see figure 3.6). In the case

of SHG experiments, we used either dye laser or OPO as our fundamental light

source. In SFG experiments, we mixed output beams from the dye-laser and the

OPO simultaneously, or used the residue 1064 nm light beam from Nd:YAG laser

after a certain delay line in order to overlap in time with either dye laser output or

OPO output.

All nonlinear optical experiments were performed in air. The optical lenses and

prisms have no optical absorption in the wavelength region 300 - 2200nm. A beam

splitter takes rv 10% of the laser beam to a y-cut wedged-quartz as a reference, and

the other rv 90% to the sample line. The wedged quartz plate has an apex angle of

0.8°.
In order to achieve a good signal to noise ratio and eliminate any false spectral

structures, we need to consider fluctuations in several areas, such as intensity, space,

and time. Because the nonlinear properties of quartz have been well studied and its

second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility has no optical features in the visible and
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near-infrared[61], it is ideally suited as a reference material. Our~optical configuration

enables us to measure sample and reference signals simultaneously. Therefore we

could minimize the effects of spatial and temporal fluctuations in the fundamental

beams.

Long-pass spectral filters were placed in front of the sample and reference quartz

to remove background light which might overlap the second-order nonlinear optical

signals. Short-pass spectral filters were placed after the sample and reference quartz

to block the incident fundamental laser light. All of the optical settings were the

same in both lines to minimize systematic errors. The light was incident on the

sample at a 75° angle, and thus > 50% incident light transmitted into the sample.

Normally the collimated beam was 2 rv 3mm in diameter and had a fluence of rv 5

mJjcm2 [55]. However, in carrier diffusion measurements described later in chapter

6, the beam size could be as small as 50J.1m in diameter.

In the reference line, the light was incident normal to the surface of the wedged

quartz crystal. Due to phase matching and interference, the output SHG or SFG

from quartz oscillates as a function of frequency and incident angle. However by

utilizing y~cut wedged quartz, we can achieve a flattened fringe envelope function

by translation of the crystal slab normal to the incident beam direction[55]. The

formula describing such fringes can be written as

with

(3.2)

-20f[1 + 0bl
= Q [0f + IF '

0f + 0b
= Q 0f + 1 '

= (kf,z - kb,z),
p
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Here the subscripts f and b refer to free and bound waves respectively, and kf

(kb ) represents the magnitude of the free (bound) wavevector in the quartz. d is the

thickness of the quartz plate, and P is the second-order nonlinear polarizability. The

maximum peaks were equal in such a configuration, and the minimum of the SHG

intensity can reach zero with an infinitely small beam size. More details about finite

size beam effect are discussed in reference 55. In figure 3.7, a typical SH intensity

with beam cross section at rv 50 f-lm is plotted as a function of normal translation

distance. The solid line is the fitting using formula 3.1.

The signals were measured with a Hamamatsu R943-02 photomultiplier through a

Jarrell-Ash Monospec-18 monochrometer. During the experiments, all the reference

signals were peaked up by translating the quartz crystal to the maximum intensity

position. Later the sample second-order nonlinear optical signals were normalized

using the quartz signals. During a normal SHG experiment, a SHG signal is at rv100

photons/pulse and signal/background of rvlOO. The background signal was measured

by blocking the laser beam and the value of signal/background was obtained by

averaging over 5000 laser pulses. Further utilization of cooled PMT detection systems

will increase the signal/background ratio. The spectral limitation arises from the

quantum efficiency of the PMT tube, which is cut off after 900 nm. Cooled photo

diode detectors will be the potential candidates in the near-infrared spectroscopy.

The reason for choosing fj cut quartz instead of i cut quartz in our reference

line can be explained as follows. The y-cut quartz is a birefringent crystal with D3

symmetry and carries two nonzero second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility Xxyz

and Xxxx[25}. The y axis normal to the quartz surface. Along the y-direction the

crystal does not have any optical activity. In another words, with linearly polarized

fundamental lights, the SHG (SFG) lights are linearly polarized in x direction. Both

fundamental and SHG lights maintain linear polarizations. In contrast to y-cut

quartz, both fundamental and SHG lights will not maintain their linear polarizations

in the z-cut quartz. The linearly polarized light will be separated into left and right
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circular polarized lights since the phase velocities of this two circular polarizations

are not equal. As a result, the total SHG or SFG output fringes will not have the

simple relation to the thickness of the quartz as shown in equation 3.1.

3.6 Electronic data acquisition system

The PMT output was sent to a Stanford Research Systems SR250 gated integrator

(boxcar integrator). The boxcar is designed to recover fast analog signals from noisy

background. It consists of a gate generator, a fast gated integrator, and exponential

averaging circuitry. During experiments, the gate generator was triggered at 20Hz

externally by the Nd:YAG laser pulse through a fast photodiode and a frequency

doubler[55J. The boxcar operated in toggle-mode. In the toggle-mode, the total

output is the difference between the sampling gate and the background gate. In

particular, with signals at 10Hz and trigger signals at 20Hz, the gated integrator

integrated the input signal during the first gate period(rv IOns) during which the

SHG signal is present; After 50ms, the gated integrator integrated the background

noise during the second gate period(rv IOns) while no SHG signal is present.

The gate integrator provide a DC voltage which is proportional to the average

input signal during the sampling gate. Such sampling outputs allow the experimenter

to do shot-by-shot analysis of the signal. Normally each data point was an average of

2500 - 5000 laser shots. The DC output can be directly read with an oscilloscope or a

voltmeter. Finally it was digitized by a Stanford Research SRS245 AID converter and

recorded by a 486j66MHz computer through a National Instrument GPIB computer

interface board. The software language ASYST 4.0 was used to control all computer

interfaces, stepping motors, and data acquisitions electronics. Some of the program

codes are written in appendix 1. Since many laser systems and electronic devices are

operating in our laboratory now, all the signal cables need to be shielded.
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3.7 Some linear optical experiments

In this section, we present a brief description of some linear optical spectroscopies

which we undertook. Linear optical spectroscopy is a very useful method to probe

the dispersion of dielectric properties and energy band profiles of bulk material. We

measured the linear optical reflectivity as a function of incident photon energy ('hw),

which is a sensitive probe of the dispersion properties of the linear dielectric con

stant t(w)[43]. Our light source was a Halogen lamp and the incident photon energy

was selected by a monochrometer (see figure 3.8). The light was chopped and then

illuminated the samples at 45° degree. The reflected light was detected by a silicon

photodiode connected to a lock-in amplifier, and then recorded in a computer. The

sample and reference detector were mounted on a translation stage with the trans

lation axis normal to the incident light. At each light wavelength, the light intensity

was calibrated according to the reference signal. A typical reflection spectrum from

a undoped GaAs bulk sample is shown in figure 4.6. Our measurements show an

increase in reflectivity when the incident photon energy is greater than the band gap,

in good agreement with the theoretical calculations.

Another useful linear optical spectroscopy technique is the measurement of the

superficial layer properties of multi-layer systems, such as thickness and dielectric

constant. The interpretation of our second-order nonlinear optical results requires

knowledge of the thickness of Au or As superficial films. By measuring the linear

optical reflectivity as a function of incident angle, we are able to determine the

thickness of superficial metal films on a GaAs(OOl) substrate (see figure 4.6). The

linear optical reflectivity field ER in an s-polarization configuration (E1 represents

the incident field) from a medium-O/medium-l/medium-2 system can be written as

(see section 4.5)
'0

r01 + r12 et

1 + rOlr12eio

Here multi-reflections have been considered. rij represents the reflectivity from a
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medium-i to a medium-j interface.

ni and nj are the complex dielectric constants of medium-i and medium-j. fh is the

incident angles from medium-i to medium-j, and njsinOj = nisinOi (Snell's law). The

phase difference {j = 4~dcosOlnl' in which the d is the thickness of the medium-I.

In such an experiment, an s-polarized monochromatic light from a He - N e laser

at 632.8 nm was incident on the sample. The sample sat at the center of a rotation

stage, and the reflected light was detected by a photodiode (see figure 3.9). Finally

the reflected intensity as a function of incident angle 00 was fitted by the least-square

method to obtain the thickness of the medium-l film.

3.8 Sample cooling system

Schematic drawing of our sampling cooling system is plotted in figure 3.10. The sam

ple holder is made of copper with a cooling fluid (Ethylene Glycol) circling through

it. The cooling fluid temperature is controlled by a Neslab RTE-ll0 refrigerator

from -300e to 1000e.

Sample is sealed inside a chamber in the copper block with an optical window

in front of it. Dry Ar gas is filled in this chamber, and the whole sample holder is

thermally isolated by plastic foam. Finally whole system is purged by dry nitrogen

gas.
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Figure 3.2: A typical dye-laser output power spectra for LDS867 dye.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of optical parametric oscillator OPO and optical
parametric amplifier OPA. A, B, C, and E are high reflective mirrors for the pumping
beams. D is beam-dumper for 1064 nm pumping light; H, I are transparent for IR
light, but are highly reflecting at 532 nm. G is highly reflective at 1064 nm, but is
transparent for IR light; J is transparent for signal beams at the OPO stage, but not
for the idler beams; T1 and Tz are telescopes. Inlet showes reflected spots of pumping
beam 532 nm (1064 nm) on mirror C (E), and two reflected spots correspond to two
crystals in OPO (OPA) stage.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of optical setups in SHG and SFG experiments.
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Figure 3.7: The transmitted SH intensity of a wedged quartz plate as a function of

the translation distance.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental setup for the linear reflectivity as function incident angle
experiments.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic drawing of sample cooling system.
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Chapter 4

GaAs and its interfaces

The concepts of this thesis are focused on the electronic properties of GaAs and its

interfaces. Knowledge of sample and sample preparation is crucial for the interpre

tation of our experimental results. For example, the surface reconstruction of GaAs

depends on the ratio of As:Ga during the growth. Different atomic ratios of As and

Ga result in different atomic displacement-induced defects. One of our long range

interests is to study the relation between sample preparation and the interface elec

tronic structure. In this chapter, general properties of GaAs are briefly reviewed.

Some concepts of GaAs bulk defects are introduced to further elucidate our inves

tigation of the interface defects. Since the properties of GaAs depend largely on

its growth conditions, our sample growth procedure is discussed in detail. Finally,

general background information about GaAs related interfaces is presented.

4.1 Introduction to GaAs

4.1.1 Structural and electronic properties

GaAs has a zincblende crystal structure. It possesses fcc translational symmetry

with a basis of one GaAs molecule, one atom being at 000, and the other at ~~~ of

the fcc unit cube (See Figure 4.1). "fcc" stands for face centred cubic. Some physical
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properties of GaAs crystal are presented in table 4.1. In reciprocal space, the GaAs

structure has bcc symmetry. Figure 4.2 exhibits the first Brillouin zone of GaAs.

The symmetry of bulk GaAs is 43m. At a GaAs(OOl) surface, the bulk symmetry

is broken, and surface symmetry is mm2. As discussed previously, the mm2 symme

try axis x" and f/' rotated by 45° about the z axis ([001]) with respect to the bulk

crystal axes x' [100] and ij' [OlD]) (see figure 2.7).

GaAs is a direct band gap semiconductor with gap energy Eo = 1.423 eV[34].

The conduction band minimum and valence band maximum are situated at the r
point in the Brillouin zone. Figure 4.3 shows the energy band profile of GaAs. Some

electronic properties of GaAs are presented in Table 4.2[62].

The carrier transport properties of GaAs are determined by its scattering mecha

nisms which involve optical phonons, piezoelectric acoustic phonons and impurities[63].

Some typical values of carrier mobilities for GaAs are given in table 4.2[62] There

have been many experiments carried out to study carrier transportation properties

in the GaAs based quantum well structures (Ah_xGaxAsjGaAsjAll-xGaxAs;' .. ).

For example, the tunneling of carriers through the quantum-well barriers can be con

trolled by biasing electric field across the wells [36]; diffusion lengths of photoexcited

free carriers in the two-dimensional well are longer than ones in the bulk due to

separation of electrons and holes in different quantum-well layers [64]. In this thesis,

we present measurements of minority carrier diffusion near the surface of GaAs;

4.1.2 GaAs bulk defects

Many impurity defect and native defect states exist in GaAs; as many as fifteen

(twelve) electron (hole) traps have been identified[38]. The dominant midgap level

electron trap, EL2, is believed to be a native point defect [66], and its energy level

lies near the middle of the band gap. It is believed to play an important role in

pinning the Fermi energy and is responsible for semi-insulating (SI) GaAs[67]. The

high resistivity of SI GaAs is due to the Fermi level pinned at the EL2 midgap state.
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One of the most intriguing properties of EL2 is the existence of a metastable state

EL2*. The EL2 states can be photoquenched into this metastable state EL2* at low

temperature, and recovered at high temperature (""' 1200 I<)[21, 66, 68J. For example,

the EL2 optical absorption spectra can be bleached at low temperature (> 1200 I<)

using a second pumping light (fiw > 1.0 eV), which excites a neutral EL2 state to

its metastable state EL*; The "bleached" spectra recovers after sample heated above

< 1200 I< [21J. This type of behavior is the fingerprint of EL2 defects.

Most arguments attribute EL2 to a defect complex. For example, a common As

antisite (As Ga ) defect is ascribed to EL2 states. In this case, the As atom sits in the

Ga site (see figure 4.4), and this defect can be neutral or charged. The metastable

state EL2* is attributed to the complex of ASGa with a Ga vacancy VGa [68].

The optical transitions from the EL2 ground level to each of the f, L, and X

conduction band valleys have been demonstrated by deep-level optical spectroscopy

(DLOS)[69, 70]. EL2 energy level was found around the middle of the band gap, and

large optical transition cross sections were observed. However an isolated neutral EL2

level is theoretically believed to have Al symmetry[68]. The direct transition from a

localized Al state to the conduction band minimum at f point is thus unlikely in the

electric dipole approximation[68]. The large experimental cross section for optical

transitions between the EL2 ground state and the conduction f band has been

explained through indirect transitions by coupling of La phonons[66]. Knowledge of

these properties helps us to interpret our experimental results and relate our spectral

features to proper states.

Two levels of ASGa antisite states are found at O.75eV below the conduction

band minimum and 0.5eV above valence band maximum by electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) [71]. All of the antisite and vacancy defect energy levels in GaAs

bulk have been calculated in reference 6. These are plotted in figure 4.5. All energy

levels in figure 4.5 correspond to simple isolated and localized defect models. The

states measured in EPR differ about 0.3""' 0.4 eV as comparison to this simple
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theoretical calculations. More sophisticated theoretical modeL may be needed to

explain these differences. However this simple isolated, localized defect model can

give us qualitative informations about these defect states. In the case of ASGa defects,

the filled s-like level represents an isolated neutral As antisite defect, and is associated

to EL2 ground state with Al symmetry; The empty level is a p-like state, and the

dipole transition between this level and conduction band minimum is allowed. In the

case of Ga antisite GaAs defect, the Ga atom sits on the As atom site. The empty

level of GaAs defect state is also near the middle of band gap and is a p-like state

[6]. Thus the dipole transition between this level and conduction band minimum is

allowed.

4.1.3 General optical properties of GaAs

Numerous experiments have been performed in the study of the linear optical proper

ties of GaAs. The dispersion properties of its optical dielectric constants for example,

have been intensively studied. A comprehensive source of information about GaAs

optical properties are to be found in references [62, 72, 73].

In order to understand the optical properties of GaAs, we must consider the

selection rules which govern optical transitions. These selection rules depend solely

on the electronic properties and structural symmetry of the medium. The symmetry

of the GaAs crystal is represented by the symmetry group Td , which is a summation

of a series of symmetry operators E, 8C3 , 3C2 , 6o-d, and 654 . A direct product of Td

and spin space results in a 'fd symmetry group. Under such a symmetry group, the

energy band states can be represented in an irreducible representation with particular

basis functions[55]. In the electronic dipole approximation, the transition matrix at

the direct band gap of GaAs is (see figure 4.6(a) )

M = (r~IQlr~) (4.1 )

Here Q is the dipole moment operator, which may be represented by the symmetry

group r 5. The symmetry selection rule tells us that M is zero unless r 6 is contained
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in r 5 x r 8. A direct product table of Td is presented in Table ,5.2. [74]. In this

particular case,

and so optical transitions in the electric dipole approximation are allowed at the

GaAs direct band gap.

The relation of the linear susceptibility to the energy band states can be written

as

where Ig} and Ie} are the ground and excited states, respectively. Studies of the

dielectric constant as a function of frequency provide electronic energy level infor

mation. For example, linear dielectric constants dramatically increase for photon

energies above the band gap (Eeg rv 1.42 eV), as a result of resonances (w - weg
rv 0

in the second term). Such an effect was seen in our linear optical reflectivity exper-

iments (see figure 4.6 (b)) [72,73].

A more accurate value of the GaAs band gap (Eo = 1.42eV at 300
0
K) was

measured by photoreflectance experiments[75]. In photoreflectance experiment, the

reflectance is measured as a function of coincident secondary light beam intensity,

which modulates the built-in electric field near the surface[76, 77]. Modulation spec

troscopy reveals sharp, well-resolved spectra which can be analyzed to yield mate

rial properties. Some photoreflectance spectra of GaAs are presented in references

[75, 78].

4.1.4 Nonlinear optical properties of GaAs

The dispersion properties of the second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of GaAs

were first measured by Chang, et al [79, 80]. Their results indicate that the second

order susceptibility is correlated to the electronic band structure. A one photon

resonance has been assigned to the direct band gap (Eo). Since then, a few related
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experiments and theoretical calculations have been conducted by ~>i:fferentgroups[80,

81, 82]. The detailed second-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities of GaAs have

been calculated from the band structure obtained by empirical methods[50]. On the

other hand, studies of symmetry patterns of second-order nonlinear optical processes

also reveal the spatial structure of GaAs[55, 83, 84].

With a zinc-blende structure, GaAs carries a single nonzero bulk second-order

susceptibility xi;}y=x~~y=X~~z,whose contribution to the output radiation is highly

anisotropic. The orientation dependence of our SHG signal is illustrated in figure 2.4.

We have performed frequency-dependent measurements to further elucidate both

bulk and surface contributions (see section 2.4). Further details of the experiments

are discussed in chapters 2 and 6.

As in linear optical processes, the external field can also modulate the second

order nonlinear optical susceptibility, whose general properties under a localized

electric field were studied by inverse Franz-Keldysh mechanisms[85, 86]. Such a field

effect arises from field induced symmetry breaking and band-bending. The localized

field (e.g. depletion electric field) perturbs the existing second-order susceptibility

tensor elements, and generates new second-order susceptibility tensor elements which

are forbidden in the unperturbed medium[41]. In chapters 5 and 6, the effect of

depletion electric field on second-harmonic generation in GaAs(OOl) are studied in

detail.

4.2 MBE Growth Procedures

Since our interest is focused on the relation between the sample preparations and the

interface electronic structures. Sample preparation is crucial for the interpretation

of our experimental results. Commercial GaAs samples were poorly calibrated and

were not grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) methods. Our focus has thus

been entirely on MBE grown system. In this section, MBE growth procedures and
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sample interfacial properties are reviewed. Samples were g~own by Dr. W. M. Theis

at Naval Air Warfare Center.

4.2.1 MBE Growth of GaAs(001)

All samples studied here were grown on undoped GaAs substrates by molecular-beam

epitaxy (MBE). MBE, one of the best crystal growth techniques. It allows layer by

layer atomic growth. The great advantage of MBE is in its control of sample growth

conditions. These are controlled by varing growth parameters, e.g., the molecular

beam flux and substrate temperature. Therefore, MBE permits a finer control of the

thickness of successive layers than either liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) or vapor phase

epitaxy (VPE)[87J. A typical MBE system is comprised of the following components:

1. A DHV system, including a specimen exchange vacuum load-lock.

2. A heated substrate holder

3. A Multifurnace with shutters and baffles

4. Epitaxy control instrumentation (Beam flux detector)

5. Components for substrate cleaning (Heater, Ion sputtering gun)

6. Surface analytical instruments (Auger, RHEED, LEED, Mass spectrometer)

A schematic drawing of our MBE growth chamber is shown in figure 4.7. All

our GaAs(OOl) samples were grown at a substrate temperature of 580°C with the

background DHV chamber pressure at 10-10 Torr. The total growth pressure was

rv 1O-6Torr. The As:Ga beam flux ratio was 4 : 1, for which GaAs grows about

1f-lm/hour. The n-type (p-type) doping flux was supplied by a Si (Ge) beam

and the doping levels were controlled by the effusion cell temperature. Finally, the

doping levels were calibrated by Hall measurements[4J. Along the [001] direction,

crystal planes are alternately occupied by cations and anions. Ideally terminated

[001J surfaces would thus consist of either cations or anions and each surface atom

would possess two dangling bonds.

However, in these experiments the GaAs(OOl) plane were not ideally terminated,
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but rather exhibited various reconstructions, which reduce tll~ number of dangling

bonds by the dimerization of surface atoms. Experimentally, different reconstruc

tions are found to be related to the ratio of Ga to As at the surface[88, 89]. For the

As-rich growth conditions, the RHEED pattern indicates a 2 x 4 surface reconstruc

tion.

A typical 2 x 4 f3 phase surface reconstruction of a GaAs(OOl) surface is plotted

in figure 4.8(a)[3]. The Ga-rich surface was grown by closing the As-beam shutter

for 2 seconds at the end of the growth process, and the RHEED pattern indicates

a 4 X 2 surface reconstruction for our Ga-rich samples. A typical 4 x 2 surface

reconstruction of the GaAs(OOl) surface is plotted in figure 4.8(b)[3]. The ratio

of As:Ga was 75% : 25% (25% : 75%) for the 2 x 4 reconstruction(4 x 2 surface

reconstruction).

4.2.2 MBE Growth of Metal:GaAs

The metal films were grown on well calibrated n-type and p-type MBE GaAs(OOl)

substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. Since GaAs(OOl) exhibits a wide variety of

surface reconstructions, RHEED measurements were performed on all samples before

growth of the Au epitaxial film. The GaAs surfaces were either As-rich or Ga-rich;

further details of the GaAs(OOl) growth process can be found in section 4.2.1. After

the GaAs surface reconstruction was calibrated by RHEED, the sample was cooled

down inside the UHV chamber for several hours. An 80A epitaxial Au film was then

grown on the GaAs(OOl) substrate at a surface temperature of rv 400°C. The growth

rate of Au was around O.lJlm/hour. The Au film was confirmed to be epitaxial by

RHEED measurements. 80A amorphous As films were also grown on GaAs(OOl).

When such a sample is exposed to air, a fraction of the As film is converted into an

oxide (rv 40A), but Auger spectroscopy confirmed that oxygen did not penetrate as

far as the As:GaAs interface.
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4.3 Linear optical measurements of the metal film

thickness

A linear optical method was employed to measure the thickness of the metal super

facial films. For a three slab system (e.g. air/Au/GaAs) (see figure 4.9), the total

reflected s-polarized ER can be related to the incident s-polarized E1 by

·0
1'01 + 1'12 et

1 + 1'011'12eio

with

Here,1'01 represents the reflectivity amplitude at the air/Au interface, and 1'12 repre

sents the reflectivity amplitude at the Au/GaAs interface. d is the thickness of the

Au film. For s-polarized incident light, we find:

where no, nl, and n2 represent the complex dielectric constants of air, Au, and GaAs

respectively. (}o, (h, and (}2 represent the incident angles in the air, Au, and GaAs

respectively. As part of these experiments, the linear reflectivity as a function of

incident angle was measured. The light beam diameter is 1:> = 1 rv 2 mm By fitting

for d, we found the thickness of the Au overlayer to be rv 8011 (see figure 4.10). The

same method can also be used to measure the thickness of As film on GaAs. The

fitting results are plotted in figure 4.11. Since the As overlayer is amorphous, the

film is expected to be nonuniform. From the fits, we found that the As overlayer

thickness is between 50 rv 10011.
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4.4 General properties of GaAs based surfaces

and interfaces

GaAs surfaces exhibit both intrinsic and extrinsic surface states. Generally extrinsic

states refer to the impurity and defects induced states, and intrinsic surface states

arise from the surface dangling bonds. Theoretical calculations show that no intrinsic

surface bands of GaAs exist in the gap when the surface atoms relax from their

normal bulk positions [90, 91, 92J. All occupied surface bands overlap with the bulk

valence bands, and all unoccupied surface bands overlap with the bulk conduction

bands [3, 93, 94J.

On the other hand, the Fermi levels at GaAs surfaces and interfaces are pinned

near the midgap (see figure 4.12)[96). This suggests that a large density of extrinsic

surface states (> 101Zcm-Z ) can be attributed to this pinning phenomenon[20J. The

origin of these surface states is still only partially understood. Spicer, et aI, proposed

a unified defect model which attributed these interface states to the existence of

antisite defect states (e.g. AsGa )[5, 6J. In contrast, Heine, et. al. proposed that

the interface states are due to metal-induced midgap states[8J. In this case, the

wavefunctions of those metal electrons overlapping the semiconductor band gap,

decay exponentially into the semiconductor. These tails form metal-induced interface

states.

In addition, these interface states can arise from other mechanism such as inter

diffusion and replacement between the metal overlayer atoms and the semiconductor

substrates[97). It has been pointed out that the Ga atoms are more likely to be

involved in a replacement reaction with metal atoms in a Ga terminated surface,

whereas the As terminated surface would stablize the interface against such a re

placement reaction[98J. In the case of our Ga-rich interface samples, replacement

reactions could produce different interface structures and the formation of alloys in

the interface layer[98). As a result, additional interface states might arise[89J At
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metal/semiconductor interface it is possible that all these mechanisms could affect

the electronic properties at the interface. However, in some situations one of them

may dominate above all others. In addition, because bulk symmtry is broken at

the interface, and strong localized depletion electric field exists, the interface defects

differ from the bulk defects. The interface defects are pertubed by localized field,

and as a result its symmetry is pertubed.

There are very few direct spectroscopic measurements of these interface states.

Some spectroscopic evidence for interface states has been derived from I-V/ C-V curve

experiments[95], cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS)[24], inverse photoemis

sion spectroscopy (IPS)[lO], and ultraviolet-photoemission spectroscopy (UPS)[23].

But these spectra are very broad, and the measurements are not intrinsically sen

sitive to the buried interface. The lack of clean spectra from the buried interface

makes it difficult to test microscopic models of the origin of these midgap states.
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Table 4.1: Some physical properties of GaAs at room temperature (300K)

Table 4.2: Some electronic properties of GaAs at room temperature (300K)

360K
12.85

5.65325A
2.44793A

0.327JjgK
5.317gjcm3

Specific heat
Crystal density

Static dielectric constant

Nearest-neighbor distance
Length of side of unit cube

Effective Debye temperature

Direct intrinsic gap Eo(r~ - r~) 1.423 eV
E 1 (L~ 5 - L~) 2.82 eV

Eo (r~ - r~) 4.5 eV
E 2 (X7 - X6'X~ - X 6,X7 - X7'X~ - X7) 5.0 eV

Electron mass at conduction band edge 0.0632mo
Heavy hole mass at valence band edge 0.5mo
Light hole mass at valence band edge 0. 088mo

Electron drift mobility 8000cm2 IV s
Electron Hall mobility 9400cm2 IV s

Hole drift mobility 320cm 2 jVs
Hole Hall mobility 400cm2 IVs



[100]

• As o Ga
Figure 4.1: GaAs crystal structure. Lattice constants see table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: First Brillouin zone for the GaAs lattice.
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Figure 4.3: The electronic band structure of GaAs.
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Figure 4.4: An isolated As antisite (ASGa) defect structure.
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Figure 4.5: Theoretical calculations of the atomic displacement-induced defect state

energy levels in GaAs bulk (from reference 6).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Linear electric dipole transition at the direct band gap of GaAs. The
dipole operator is represented by r 5. (b) Linear reflectivity R as function of the
incidence photon energy from GaAs crystal. The light incident at angle 45°. The
solid line is the theoretical calculation.
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Figure 4.8: (a) One of the proposed 2 x 4 reconstructions at GaAs surface. As atoms
form the first layer; (b) One of the proposed 4 x 2 reconstruction at GaAs surface.

Ga atoms form the first layer.



Figure 4.9: Linear reflection from two-slab system.
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Figure 4.10: Linear reflectivity R as function of the incident angle for a Au:GaAs
system. The solid line is the best fit to the Au layer thickness, which is 80iL Incident
light is at 632.8nm.
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Figure 4.11: Linear reflectivity R as function of the incident angle for a As:GaAs
system. The solid lines (a) and (b) represent two different As overlayer thicknesses
in the theoretical calculation, i.e. da I'V 100A, and db I'V 50A. Since the As overlayer
is amorphous, the film is expected to be nonuniform.
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Figure 4.12: Fermi level pinning positions at different solid:GaAs interfaces. Cir
cles represent n-type GaAs based interfaces; Triangles represent p-type GaAs based
interfaces (from reference 95).
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Chapter 5

Theory of field induced

perturbation on the second-order

susceptibility

Spatially extended space-charge layers are usually present near semiconductor sur

faces. This behavior distinguishes semiconductors from metals. The space-charge

region arises mainly from the existence of surface states. When these surface states

become charged, charge neutrality requires the existence of a space-charge layer (de

pletion region) which penetrates from the surface into the semiconductor bulk. This

charge distribution creates a strong depletion electric field, which generates a new

band profile and changes the bulk symmetry in the depletion region. The accompa

nying localized electric field plays an important role in many semiconductor devices

such as photodiodes and solar cells[4).

In the case of an isotropic medium, it is well known that an externally applied DC

electric field breaks the isotropic symmetry, and leads to the enhancement of other

wise forbidden second-order nonlinear optical processes[57, 59}. The static electric

fields within the surface depletion region of a semiconductor provides a naturally
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5.1 The depletion field

occuring analogue of this effect. In this chapter, we calculate th~depletionfield in

duced perturbation on the second-order nonlinear susceptibility of GaAs(001) based

on a simple three-band model.

(5.3)

(5.2)

(5.1 )

q¢(z)
n(z) = noexp(~)

q¢(z)
p(z) = poexp(-~)

d2 ¢(z) q
2 = --[Nsb(Z = 0) + p + n(z) + p(z)} .

d z E

Here no (Po) represent the equilibrium electron (hole) concentration inside the neutral

bulk region. The potential ¢(z = llf!) = 0 in the neutral bulk region, where W is

the depletion length. A closed form solution of this equation is impossible, so an

additional assumption is made in this analysis called the depletion approximation.

In this approximation the free carrier concentrations are assumed to fall abruptly

from their equilibrium value in the bulk neutral region to a negligibly small value

in the depletion region, i.e., n(z :::; W) = 0 and p(z :::; W) = 0 [4}. Therefore we

Here z = 0 at surface, q = lei is the unit charge and e is electron charge. Signs of

the charges are carried with their densities. In the case of n-type semiconductor, N s

is negative, and p is positive. n(z) (p( z)) is the free electron (hole) concentration

inside the depletion region, which can be written:

The electric field E(z) and potential distribution ¢(z) in the depletion region depend

on the doping density p and the surface charge density N s . The form of these de

pendences can be obtained by solving the one-dimensional Poisson equation. Figure

4.1 shows the energy band diagram of an n-type semiconductor and the charge dis

tribution. Assuming that the semiconductor is uniformly doped over entire crystal

and all the donors are ionized, the Poisson equation can be written as
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(5.8)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.4)

Results for n-type semiconductor are plotted in figure 5.l.

Typically n-type (p-type) GaAs samples have a built-in potential of rv 0.75 V

(rv 0.5 V) due to the surface Fermi level pinning [5]. Therefore samples with different

doping densities can have the same Vmax , with different depletion region widths and

depletion field strengths;

can divide the semiconductor into a space charge region (0 :S z :S W) and a neutral

region devoid of any space charge (z 2:: W). Finally, the Poisson equation in the

depletion region can be written as

Using the boundary condition ~: = 0 at z = W we obtain the electric field E(z) in

the depletion region;

<I>max determines the band-bending amplitude and relies on the surface Fermi level

pinning position [4]. In the case of n-type semiconductor, the potential energy of

majority carrier (electron) is

This indicates that the depletion field induced potential depends on the distance z

parabolically. It reaches its maximum value 1J(z = 0) = <I>max at z = O.

qpW2

<I>max=-~

E(z) = - qptW (1 - ~)z . (5.5)

The maximum electric field Emax (z = 0) = - qp(w z is at the surface boundary. Here t

is the dielectric constant of the medium. Because of charge neutrality, the total sur

face charge density INsl = pW. A second integration, with the boundary condition

<jJ(z = W) = 0, leads to the following relation;

1J(z) = _ qpW
2

(1 _ ~?
2t W



If the near surface region which we optically probe is thinner than the depletion

length, i.e., z ~ W, we can make the first order approximation to obtain E(z) rv

Emax(z = 0) = y'2EVmax lqpl. Experimently the depletion length of our samples was

between 0.1 pm and 3.0 pm depending on the doping levels, with the exception

of the most highly doped samples. The SHG penetration depth of rv O.lpm was

substantially less than the sample depletion length. The assumption of a constant

depletion field is essential for the simplification of our theoretical calculations in the

following sections.

5.2 Depletion field induced perturbation on second-

order susceptibilities

Because of surface charging, a strong electric field exists along the crystalline [001]

direction near the GaAs(001) surface. As a result, the bulk symmetry in the depletion

region is reduced from 43m to mm2. In principle, all elements of X(2) are perturbed

by such a localized field. In this section we focus on the changes in the existing bulk

nonlinear susceptibility X~~z. The perturbation of other elements such as x~;~ will

be presented in Appendix D. All of our calculations are based on the electric dipole

approximation. The following analysis involves the application of group theory. Since

it is impossible to present group theory in complete detail, I will simply explain the

main results and provide key references.

5.2.1 The three band model in GaAs(001)

For our experiments the fundamental photon energy was chosen to be near the band

gap of GaAs, so that the dominant contribution to the second-order susceptibility

xWz arose mainly from transitions between the top valence band (If8 » and the two

lowest conduction bands (If6 > and If7 » at the f point in the Brillouin zone[50]

(see figure 5.2). As a result, the second-order nonlinear optical process is dominated
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by the three band states at the f point in the Brillouin zone. This basically is our

three-band model approximation. These three band states will be the basis states

for calculations of the field induced perturbations. The form of the three band state

wavefunctions can be derived from their symmetries[100].

The GaAs is a zinc-blende crystal, whose properties are invariant under the

symmetry operators E, 8C3 , 3C2 , 6o-d and 654 [48]. The set of these operators forms

the group Td = {E, 8C3 , 3C2 , 6o-d, 654 }. This group is a closed set. However, its

matrix representation is not unique; one can start with any representation, apply

a similarity transformation (i.e. A' = T- 1AT, where T is a unitary matrix), and

obtain a new representation. If, however, the group is represented by the traces of

the matrices, called the character, this new representation is unique because the trace

of a matrix remains unchanged under any similarity transformation. The character

table of Td is given in Table 5.1. Each row of the table is labeled with L, which is

the character representation of the group.

In addition to the representation, the form of the basis functions of each represen

tation is also an important factor. The usual choice for the basis functions is XY Z.

The basis functions are not the exact mathematical expression of the wavefunction,

but are rather a mathematical expression which transforms exactly with the same

symmetry of the irreducible representation [100, 101]. A systematic way to describe

basis function is with projection operators. This method is described in reference 74

and 101, and some basis functions for the Td group are shown in Table 5.2.

A direct product of Td and spin space results in a Td symmetry group. Therefore

the wave functions of If6 >, If7 >, and Ifs > are combinations of products of the

spinor states(lo: >, 1,8 » and spatial functions, where 10: > (1,8 » represents spin

up (down). The spatial functions of If6 >,lf7 >, and Ifs > have been given out

in reference 98 and 99. Considering the spatial and spin space together, we get the

general forms of these three states. The states If6) can be written as

<p~l = flo:)
2
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Here f is a scalar spatial function, and transforms as x 2 + y2 + Z2. The subscripts

represent the z-component (Jz ) of the angular momentum (J). The states !f7) can

be written as;

States Irs);

4>~1 = 11(3)
2

4>~~ = ~[(X + iY)I(3) +Z\a))

4>~~ = ~[(X - iY)\a) - ZI(3)]

4>~~ = ~(X + iY)la)

4>~~ = ~[(X +iY)I(3) - 2Zla)]

4>~~ = ~[(X - iY)la) +2ZI(3)]

4>~~ = :n(X - iY)\(3)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

Here X, Y, Z transform as the x,y,z components of a polar vector. All the functions

are orthogonal to each other and normalized.

5.2.2 The perturbation of the three-bands at the r point

Under the depletion field Edepletion = Ez, the three band states are perturbed, giv

ing rise to mixtures of the states Ir6 >,!f7 >, and Irs >. For a dipole induced

perturbation, the perturbation hamiltonian can be written as;

H' = Q. E(z) (5.17)

Here the Q is the dipole moment of the system. In the case of nondegenerate states,

the perturbed wavefunction \4>n) and energy En are generally written as;

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)
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(5.24)

(5.21 )

(5.22)

(5.23)

Calculation of the perturbation matrix requires knowledge of the selection rules

for dipole transitions among these three states. The selection rule arises from the

existence of a certain symmetry in the system. For example, in the case of a dipole

transition from state la) to Ib), the transition probability is proportional to the square

of the magnitude of the matrix element

The wave function la) (Ib)) belongs to the irreducible representation fa (fb) of the

symmetry group of the system. If the operator Qbelongs to the irreducible repre

sentation fe, then the symmetry selection rule tells us that Mba is zero unless f b is

--+

Finally the electric field Emax(z = 0) can be treated as a constant and pulled out

of the integral. Under such circumstances, the perturbation matrices among these

band states are the same as dipole transition matrices and are governed by the dipole

transition rule.

Here the summation is over all m states. In our case, m represents all three band

states at the f point. In the case of degenerate eigenstates, we use degenerate

perturbation theory to diagonalize the perturbation matrix.

Generally it is impossible to explicitly solve this perturbation problem with

H' = Q. E(z). Because the perturbation H' depends on spatial parameters (x,y,z)

nonlinearly, integrations for perturbation matrices are more complicated. However,

if our SHG photon escape depth is less than the depletion length, we can simplify

our problem by assuming constant depletion field. Therefore the perturbation H' de

pends linearly on the position z via the dipole moment Q, (i.e, H' = Q.Emax(; = 0)).



contained in f c x fa. A direct product table of Td is presented iii Table 5.3 and 5.4.

As a result, the general dipole transition elements can be derived from the product

tables.

Let us consider the general form of the dipole moment operator Qwhich acts on

our 1'd symmetry system. The dipole moment operator Qbelongs to the irreducible

representation f s. According to table 5.3 and 5.4, the direct product of f s x f 6

(fs x f 7 ) does not contains f 6 (f7 ), which means that the interband dipole transition

within f(6) and f(7) are zero ((4>(6)IQI4>(6») = 0 and (4)(7)/QI4>(7)) = 0) [55], These

results mean that (4)(6)IH + QI4>(6») and (4)(7)IH + QI4>(7») are~..£~!: ? "'.
this dipole perturbation, where H is the unperturbed system Hamiltonian. Thus

we can solve the first order perturbation on the f 6 and f 7 band states by using the

nondegenerate perturbation formula [99].

In the case of the f 8 state, the interband dipole transition is not zero( (4)(8) IQ 14>(8») =f.
0), because;

This means that for the dipole perturbation the matrix (4)(8)IH + QI4>(8») is not

diagonized. Therefore we must treat the perturbation of state f 8 with degenerate

perturbation theory.

According to first order perturbation theory, the perturbed wavefunctions 4>(6)

(4)(7)) for the f 6 (f7) band states depend on the matrices (4)(6)IQI4>(7)) and (4)(6)IQI4>(8))

((4)(6) IQ 14>(7») and (4)(7) IQI4>(8»)). Details of the calculation are presented in Appendix

A. The results are as follows;

Here X, y, and zrepresent the dipole moment operator acting on different axes Qx, Qy,

and Qz· do = ~ J fQx X dF' = ~ J fQyY dF' = ~ J fQzZdF' represents the single

nonzero dipole transition element in this system.
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5.2.3 The mixture of states at the r point

(5.25)

(5.26)

2i2 )

-i(x + if!)

~(x + if!)

o

88

1¢(6))+ = ig6 !¢b8
)) 1 - h~l¢b7)) 1 + l¢b6)) 1

2 2 2

1¢(6))_ = g61¢b8))_l + h~l¢b7))_1 + l¢b6))_1
2 2 2

(
~(x + f!) -2i2 (x - if!) 0 )

(¢(6)IQI¢(8)) = do 0
i(x+if!) 22 ~(x-if!)

Finally we find that all of the perturbation matrix elements depend linearly on the

depletion electric field (E). Utilizing first order perturbation theory, we find the

states are mixed. As a result, l¢b6))+1 and l¢b6))_1 are modified as
2 2

In our case, the depletion field is along the z-axis. The perturbation Hamiltonian

H' = Q. if = QzE depends only on Qz, while E is treated as a constant. Only

terms corresponding to the 2 component in the above general transition matrices are

considered. Thus,

Here the single nonzero diople matrix element is d~ = ;;i I XQyZdr = ;;i I XQzYdr

= ;;iIZQyXdr= ;;iIZQxYdr= ~IYQzXdr= ;;iIYQxZdr[100, 101]. The

above formula yields the nonzero dipole transition matrix elements. We will utilize

these results later when we calculate the second-order nonlinear susceptibilities x~Jl·

and



The elements d, d' are dipole transition elements and depend linearly on the depletion

field E. By diagonalizing the matrix, we find that the top valence band state Ir~O»)

has been perturbed as

(5.31)

(5.30)

(5.29)

(5.27)

(5.28)

2d*Eo

g7 = E7 _ E8

h _ V2,doE
6 - E7 _ E6

14P»)+ = -ig714>b8»)_1 + h614>b
6)h + l4>b7)h

2 2 2

14>(7»)_ = -g714>b8)h - h614>b6») -1 + l4>b7»)_1
2 2 2

field perturbation, which can be written as

0 0 -i(d-d') 0

(4)(8)IQzl4>(8)) =
0 0 0 -i(d + 3d')

i(d + 3d') 0 0 0

0 i(d - d') 0 0

Here E6, E7, and E8 represent the energy levels of r(6), r(7), and r(8).

In the case of the degenerate r 8 states, we diagonalized the perturbation matrix

in order to get first order perturbed states. A detailed calcaulation of this matrix

under an arbitrary perturbation field has been presented in references 98 and 99.

For simplicity, we need only consider the nondiagonalized matrix under a z-direction

The coefficients (g6' g7, h6) are derived from first-order perturbation theory.

14>(8»)1 = 14>b8)h - ql4>b8)h + ql4>~8»)_1 + 14>~8»)_1
2 2 2 2

14>(8»)2 = 14>&8)h + ql4>~8)h + ql4>~8»)_1 -14>b8»)_1
2 2 2 2

14>(8»)3 = 14>b8)h - ql4>b8)h - ql4>&8»)_1 - 14>&8»)_1
2 2 2 2

14>(8»)4 = l4>b8)h + ql4>b8)h - ql4>b8»)_1 + l4>b8»)_1
2 2 2 2
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(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)



Here q = iJ~~~~, which is independent of strength of the:field. This suggests

that under the first-order perturbation, the mixed states are independent of the

depletion field magnitude. Therefore the ground states in second-order nonlinear

optical transition processes can be treated as unperturbed states, i.e., the results

are the same whether we choose the diagonalized wavefunctions (5.32-5.35) or the

unperturbed wavefunctions (5.14-5.16) as our basis set.

5.2.4 The perturbation of the second-order susceptibility

X(2)
yxz

Generally second-order nonlinear optical processes are the summation of all possible

multi-interband transitions. However, such complicated multi-transition processes

can always be simplified by considering only the few these dominate resonance transi

tion processes and treating the other nonresonance transition terms as a background.

In particular, our pumping photon energy is near the band-gap of GaAs (see figure

5.2). As a result, the interband transitions are determined by the near one-photon

resonance process at the f point of the Brillouin zone.

(5.36)

Here Qi, Qj, and Qk represent the dipole matrix elements for different polariza

tions. Utilizing the dipole transition matrix results in section 5.2.2, we calculated

the non-zero transition paths of the near one-photon resonance processes in p-in/s

out configuration with the crystaline axis [100] sitting in the plane of incidence. In

such case, crystal axes [100], [010], and [001] are the same as laboratory frame a.xes

x, y, and z respectively (see figure 5.3). Since we probed the bulk SHG contributions

from x?lz = xt~~, the first step transition (from f 8 to f 6) involves either Qx or Qz
electric dipole (see figure 5.3), a.nd the last transition step (from f 7 to f 8 ) arises

from electric dipole Qy. The details of these calculations are presented in Appendix
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7

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)(2), new _ (2), new _ (2), old + f3E2
Xyxz - Xyzx - Xyxz

f)2
X

(2) = f)2
X

(2) = f3E 2
yxz yzx

Appendex C. Finally, the second-order perturbation term is:

with

Here f3 is a negative constant. By comparison with the original X~;~old, the unper

turbated second-order susceptibj}ity can be written as

Under the same lossless medium assumption, X~;~old is a positive real constant.

Since our fundmental photon energy is still below the band gap of GaAs, we consider

our system a lossless medium, which means that the integrations inside the do and d~,

f f QxXdr and f X QyZdr, are real positive numbers. Therefore the do (d~) is purely

real (imaginary) constant. As a result, the perturbation term f3 can be written as

(2),old = 4V6d2Ii*1Xyxz 0 0

Therefore the second-order perturbation f3 has a 1800 phase difference with the

original second-order susceptibility X~;~ old. This leads to a change in X~;>z that is

second-order in E, i.e.

Finally we find that the electric field induced perturbation will diminish the original

nonzero second-order susceptibility Xyzx. We also examined corrections to other

tensor elements of X(2) which are initially zero in the electric dipole approximation

(see Appendix D). \lve find that X~;~) is linearly proportional to the depletion electric

field E.
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5.3 SHG from the depletion region of GaAs

Here cP (cP') is the phase of the complex number do (d~). Thus, the X~)tld and (3 are

given by Eq. 5.45 and 5.48

(5.51 )

(5.52)

(5.50)

= Idoleic/J

- Id' I ic/J'- 0 e .

do

a'o

PW(E) rv IX(2),old\2 + 2Re(x(2),old82X(2) ) + \82x(2) 12
(IW)2 yxz yxz yxz yxz

= _4iJ6ldoI2Id~lei(2c/J-4>') (5.53)

4V6i Id 12 [ old 12 1d' I ° , Id'13( 3ic/J' ic/J')l )
(E6 _ E8)(E7 _ E6) 0 -4z 0 0 smcP + 0 e + e '1.

5
.
54

X
(2),old
yxz

(3

As discussed previously, since the fundamental light energy is near but below the

band gap, our system can be treated as an opticallossless medium. In such case do

(d~) is real (imaginary), which means that cP = 0 and cP' = -; (see section 5.2.2). As a

result, the Xt~;old ((3) is positive (negative). ,Therefore the field induced perturbation

diminish the original second-order susceptibility Xt~tld.

Here IW is the fundamental laser beam intensity, and PW(E) is the E-dependent SHG

intensity. The lowest order change in SHG will depend linearly on the perturbation

8X~)z rv (3E2 and hence quadratically on E.

In general case, X~);old and (3 can be complex numbers. In such case, the dipole

moments do and d~ is

In the above section, we calculated the changes in the second-order susceptibility

based on a three-level system. This result will elucidate the effect of depletion electric

fields on harmonic generation in GaAs. The output SHG intensity is modified by an

interference between the initial bulk second-order susceptibility xt~;old and the small

perturbation 82X~)z which depends quadratically on the depletion electric field. It

can be written as



In general cases, the f3 and X1~;old can have a phase difference <f>,' which is deter

mined by the following formula
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(5.55)

(5.56)
Qk Qj Qi

r 8 ----7 r 6 ----7 r 7 ----7 r 8

Qk Qj Qi
+ r 8 ----7 f 7 ----7 f 6 ----7 f 8

Qk Qj Qi+ L 4 ----7 L 6 ----7 L 6 ----7 L 4

Qk Qj . Qi
+ X7----7 X6----7 X7----7 X7

+...

(E6 - E8)(E7 - E6)

ei(2¢-¢/)[-4ildoI2Id~lsin</>' + Id~13(e3i¢' + ei¢')J .

96
(</>(6) IQzE( z) 1</>(8»)

(5.57)E6_E8

97
(</>(7) IQzE(z) [</>(8))

(5.58)E7 - E8

h6
(</>(6) IQzE(z) 1</>(7))

(5.59)rv

E7 -E6

(2) .
Xijk·

All these calculations are based on three-level model and fundamental light energy

is near the band gap. On the other hand, we must consider transitions among other

energy bands when the near resonance condition is not satisfied. For example, x1~z

may contain a summation of several different transition paths,

Here X and L represent the transitions at the X and L points of the Brillouin zone

respectively. In such cases, the field induced perturbation can no be explained by

this simple three-level model.

The assumption of a constant depletion field largely simplified our theoretical

calculations. Considering an nonconstant depletion field E(z)2, all the first order

perturbation coefficients (96,97, h6 ) are changed to (see section 5.2.3)

In this case, the perturbation matrix elements are not in the dipole approximation,

and high-order z-dependent elements are involved. As a result, the mixture of states



at the r point becomes more complicated. For example, the mixed state 14>~6»)+1
2

in Eg. 5.25 contains not only 4>~8)h, 14>~7)h, and 14>~6)h, but also all other states.
2 2 2

More states mixture results in more transition paths in comparison of the results in

constant field case. As a result complicated phase relation between the xt;?;old and

f3 is expected.

In summary, our theoretical calculation indicates that second-order nonlinear

susceptibility is perturbed by the depeltion electric fields. If we modulate such a

depletion field by a second light source (e.g. a lamp), the SHG signals will be

very sensitive to variations in the field. The perturbation of SHG signals is directly

related to the surface states' properties, such as surface trap lifetime and carrier

diffusion properties. We also examined corrections to other tensor elements of X(2)

which are initially zero in the electric dipole approximation. In many cases the

corrections 8X(2) (such as 8X~;~), are proportional to E. However, because there is

no interference term, these changes are much more difficult to detect. More data is

presented in chapter 6.
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Td E 8C3 3C2 654 6o-d

f 1 1 1 1 1 1

f 2 1 1 1 -1 -1

f 3 2 -1 2 0 0

f 4 3 0 -1 1 -1

f s 3 0 1 -1 1

Table 5.1: Character table of Td

Td Basis functions
f

1
x2 + y2 + Z2

f
2

X4(y2 _ z2) + y4(Z2 _ x 2) + z4(X2 - y2)
f

3
2z2 - x2 _ y2, .J3(x2 _ y2)

f
4

X(y2 _ z2), y(z2 _ x2), z(x2 _ y2)

f s x,y, Z

Table 5.2: Basis functions of Td
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f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 f s

f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 f s f 1

f 1 f 3 +fs f 4 f 2 f 2

f 1 +f2 +f3 f 4 + f s f 4 + f s f 3

f 1 +f3 +f4 +fs f 2 +f3 +f4 +fs f 4

f 1 +f3 +f4 +fs f s

Table 5.3: Direct product of Td

f 6 f 7 f s

f 6 f 7 f s f 1

f 7 f 6 f s f 2

f s f 6 f 6 +f7 +fs f 3

f 6 + f s f 7 + f s f 6 + f 7 + 2fs f 4

f 7 + f s f 6 + f s f 6 + f 7 + 2fs f s

f 1 + f 4 f 2 + f s f 3 +f4 +fs f 6

f 1 + f 4 f 3 + f 4 + f s f 7

f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + 2f4 + 2fs f s

Table 5.4: Direct product of Td
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the band-bending profile for an n-type semiconduc
tor within the depletion region. Ee , Ev , and E f represent conduction band, valence
band, and Fermi level respectively. N s ' p refer to surface charge density and ionized
doping density respectively. More details are in text. By assuming the depletion
approximation and a uniform doping density, the magnitude of the depletion electric
field and the potential energy for electrons are plotted as a function of the distance
from the surface.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the second harmonic process at the r point of
the Brillouin zone in GaAs. The fundamental photon energy is near the band gap
energy, i.e. nw rv Er6 - E rS "
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Figure 5.3: Schematic drawing of the electric dipole elements (Qx, Qy, Qz) with
respect to the crystal orientation and light polarizations.
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Chapter 6

Measurements of depletion

electric field effects on SHG

Our experiments reveal that the dominant perturbation caused by the depletion

electric field is on the existing bulk nonlinearity xWz' Through studies of xt~z as

a function of dopant type and concentration, we demonstrate that the bulk xt~z is

systematically reduced as a result of the depletion field, and that this diminution

depends on the square of the near surface depletion field [40] . This is consistent with

our theoretical calculations.

Furthermore, photomodulation-second-harmonic generation (PSHG) experiments

reveal that xt;!z in doped GaAs can be enhanced by carrier excitation in the deple

tion region. Utilizing this technique, we have measured the surface minority trap

lifetime. Finally, spatially separated second-harmonic generating and photocarrier

exciting light beams were employed to study transverse diffusion of carriers confined

near GaAs(OOl) surfaces[41]. All ofthese experiments were performed on GaAs(OOl)

samples with native oxide surfaces ('" 50 A in air).
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6.1 SHG from the depletion region

In the p-in/s-out polarization configuration, with the crystalline [100] axis paral

lel to the plane of incidence[17]' the output SHG intensity from xWz is maximized

(see figure 6.1). More importantly, in this polarization configuration the detected

SHG intensity is insensitive to the higher order contributions from the bulk magnetic

dipole and electric quadrupole transitions[47J. The experimental details have been

described in chapter 3. A 10 Hz Nd:YAG pumped dye laser was used as the funda

mental light source for SH measurements. The photon energy of the fundamental

laser beam was chosen to be near the band gap of GaAs so that the dominant contri

bution to the second-order susceptibility xt;}z arose mainly from transitions between

the top valence band Iv) and the two lowest conduction bands Ie) and Ie') at the r
point in the Brillouin zone[50] (see figure 5.2).

GaAs(001) samples were doped with Si (n-type) and Be (p-type), and were grown

on an undoped GaAs substrate by molecular-beam epitaxy. All samples were As

terminated and exhibited a 2 x 4 RHEED pattern. Details of sample growth are

presented in chapter 4. As is usually the case, surface defect electronic states (traps)

pin the material Fermi level leading to near surface band bending[5]. This strong

electric field is produced along the crystalline [001] direction. The depletion length

of our samples was between 0.1 f-lm and 3.0 f-lm depending on the doping levels.

With the exception of the most highly doped samples, the SHG penetration depth

of rv O.lf-lm was substantially less than the sample depletion length. The primary

variation from sample to sample was the near surface depletion electric field, E,

which scaled with doping density p (i.e. E rv -JP).

The variation of SHG intensity at 2.68 eV as a function of doping density is

displayed in figure 6.2. At this energy, the escape depth of a SHG photon is less

than or comparable to the depletion width in all of our samples. Therefore, it

is reasonable to assume that the detected SHG signal was generated within the

depletion region. Since the fundmental light energy was below the band-gap of
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region can be written

(6.1)
X

new = xnew = Xo1d + (3E
2

yxz yzx yxz

Here 12w,o is the SHG intensity in the limit of small p (i.e. hw,o rv IX~~zI211wI2),

and C is a constant. The solid lines in figure 6.2 represent the best fits to our

experimental results using this model with 12w,o and C as free parameters. In figure

6.3, we demonstrate the linear (quadratic) relationship between the SHG intensity

and dopant density (electric field) at low dopant concentration.

The deviations between our theoretical model and experimental results at high

dopant density result from the fact that the SHG penetration depth is comparable to

the depletion length, and thus the position dependence of the electric field must be

considered. In addition, it is possible that the density of majority carriers in highly

doped samples exceeded the maximum number density of surface states. In this case

the electric field at the surface will reach a maximum value, independent of dopant

density. Both effects produce a saturation of the reduction in SHG at high doping

levels.

Using Eq. 6.1 the relationship between the SHG intensity hw(E) and the doping

density has the form:

where E is the dielectric constant of GaAs. The second-order susceptibility, perturbed

by this depletion field, is of the form (see chapter 5),

GaAs, the depletion field modulation by the fundamental beam wa~ 1)mall. Our data

clearly demonstrates that the SHG intensity of both n- and p-type samples decreases

as a function of increasing doping densities. This picture is in agreement with our

theoretical expectations.

With the constant depletion field approximation, the electric field in the depletion
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6.2 Photomodulation the depletion field

Here Eo is the depletion field without photoexcitation light. 8E is the variation of

the depletion field generated by the photoexcitation light (1~ < 0). Thus 18X1~zl

becomes smaller, and the enhancement of the SHG signal can be written as

(6.2)= Ixyxz,o + fiE212f;
= Ixyxz,o + fiE~ +2fiEo8E + fi8E211~

'" IXyxz,o + fi E6+ 2fiEo8Ell~

Since the changes in GaAs bulk SHG signals are produced via the strong electric

field and band-bending near the surface, any perturbation of the depletion electric

field should affect the SHG signal from this depletion region. We can accomplish this

by weakly photoexciting carriers in the sample[103]. In our experiments the sample

was illuminated by light from either a Tungsten lamp/monochromator or an Ar+

ion laser, while the SHG experiment was in progress (see figure 6.4). The photon

energy of the photomodulation light was set at 2.72 eV where the absorption length

(AJ 0.1 J1m) is within the depletion region[104]. Experimentally, an enhancement of

the second-harmonic intensity has been observed for both n- and p-type samples as

a result of light illumination (see figure 6.5).

The microscopic mechanism of enhancement in the photoexcitation-second-harmonic

generation experiments can be described as follows. The linear photoexcitation cre

ates electrons and holes in the depletion region. These carriers are separated by the

built-in field and, as a result, partly neutralize the surface charge (see figure 6.6).

This in turn decreases the depletion electric field and the band bending as follows,

Here 12w,on is the SHG signal with the photoexcitation light illuminating the sample.

Note, we neglect the higher order term fi8E 2. Since the SHG signal 12w without
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photoexcitation light is

the variation in the ratio of SHG with the photoexcitation light is

with

a = (2(jEo)/(Xyxz,O + (jE6)'

Our experimental observations again confirm our theoretical model. The saturation

of SHG enhancement with respect to photoexcitation intensity has been found for

all of the samples. Qualitatively the saturation of SHG enhancement is expected to

be related to the density of the surface states (traps) and their lifetime.

Furthermore, photoexcitation-second-harmonic generation as a function of the

fundamental photon energy was studied (see figure 6.7). First, our spectrum reveals

that the enhancement of SHG by photoexcitation light diminished when the fun

damental photon is above the band gap. This effect can be explained as follows:

When the fundamental photon energy is greater than the band gap, the electrons

and holes can be excited by the fundamental SH light beam. As a result, deple

tion electric field and the band bending even without the photoexcitation light. are

decreased Since our fundamental light (10 Hz) fluence of rv 5 mJ/cm
2

per pulse

is much stronger than the saturation intensity of the photoexcitation light, the en

hancement of SHG was already saturated without the photoexcitation light. Second,

the spectrum shows that enhancements of SHG by photoexcitation light is weak as

the fundamental photon energy moves away from the one photon resonance between

the states r8 and r6. We explain this effect as follows. In the theoretical calcu

lations, the second-order nonlinear optical process is dominated by the three band

states at the r point in the Brillouin zone. This is true only if the fundamental pho

ton energy is near the band gap of GaAs. In that case, the dominant contribution to

the second-order susceptibility X~~z arises mainly from the transitions between the
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top valence band Irs > and the two lowest conduction bands If6 > and If7 > at

the f point in the Brillouin zone[50]. The other transitions may be considered to be

background. However, this is not true when the fundamental photon energy differs

from the band gap of GaAs. In the latter case all other terms at other points in the

Brillouin zone must be considered in the field perturbation calculation.

6.3 Surface trap lifetime

We have performed time dependent measurements to follow the decrease of the SHG

intensity after the photomodulation light is turned off. This is a direct measurement

of the surface state (trap) discharging time[33]. Here discharging refers to the removal

of minority carriers from the the surface traps. The measurements were carried out by

illuminating the sample for at least 2 minutes, turning off the lamp, and monitoring

the SH signal as a function of time.

A typical time-dependent SHG signal for a p-doped (n-doped) 1016 /cm3 sample

is plotted as a function of time in figure 6.8 (figure 6.9). The solid line is our best fit

to the experimental results based on a simple carrier recombination and generation

model which is described in Appendix E. The SHG signal as a function of time t is

written as

with

A = [Xyxz,O + j3E6]Iw

B = 41rj3EoPoI
w

·

t

Here Iw represents the fundamental SH light intensity, and T is the trap lifetime. Po

is the photoexcited surface minority carrier density when the sample was illuminated

for a long time and then the photomodulating lamp source was turned off at t =

o. Although samples with different doping densities have much different depletion

widths, all of our samples exhibit approximately the same discharging time (rv 25
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seconds). Since the characteristic time for carrier trapping on the:surface states is

much longer than the time it takes a carrier to pass through the depletion region

(""' 10-8 second), this suggests that the surface recombination process is the slowest

step in discharging traps on the surface. Thus the rate limiting step for discharging

arises primarily from the surface trap lifetime. Our experimental results suggest that

the surface trap lifetime is similar in all samples.

Microscopically minority carriers excited within the depletion region drift to sur

face, and are trapped quickly by interfacial defects in a time Tc (10-6 to 10-10

seconds) [77]. Since the depletion field separates electrons and holes in space, the

trapped photoexcited minority carriers has such a long lifetime at the surfaces. Be

fore recombining and leaving the surface however, these carriers can be excited ther

mally from the traps into free carrier states near the surface.

The thin oxide film (""' 50 A) are primarily composed of GaZ03 and a small

amount AsZ0 3 [105], since AsZ0 3 is volatile in the air. GaZ03 has a band gap of 4.7

eV [106]. At Gaz03:GaAs interface, the oxide layer acts as a quantum barrier for

both electrons and holes (see figure 6.10) [105, 106, 107]. Therefore these photoex

cited carriers which were trapped by surface states primarily localized at the GaAs

side of the interfacial region.

In addition, these experiments indicated that we basically measured the surface

trapped carriers with cw photomodulation light. If the photomodulation light is a

short pulse (rv ps) which can excite large density of free carriers to modulate the

surface band-bending during such short period, this depletion field modulation can

also be probed by SHG techniques. In contrast to the cw modulation light, the

modulation of the depletion field is a time-dependent modulation, and depends on

photoexcited free carriers.
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In this section we present measurements of minority carrier diffusion near the surface
~----

6.4 Surface minority carrier diffusion

iments

Spatially separated photoexcitation and SHG exper-

In our experiment we do not use electrical contacts; instead we use spatially sepa

rated photocarrier exciting and second-harmonic generating (SHG) light beams to

study charge transport (see figure 6.11). The cw laser beam creates surface charge

by the photoexcitation and drift of minority carriers in the GaAs depletion field.____--r---..--~'~>--- . .- ....>,..........-~..,...".->

This additional surface charge diminishes the depletion electric field within the exci-

tation beam waist, and the depletion field outside the beam waist is modified due to

diffusion of these carriers. A second, spatially separated SHG beam probes surface

charge transport. We utilize the above photoexcitation-second-harmonic generation

effect, whereby near-surface second harmonic generation in GaAs is modulated by

surface charge density changes, to map out the spatial distribution of the photoex

cited surface carriers. Because of the substantial band bending near the interface,

the minority carriers are constrained to move near (within 10 nm) the surface plane

of the sample[75] (see Appendix F). As mentioned before, the oxide layer acts as a

quantum barrier for both electron and holes. Therefore diffusion takes place primar

ily in the GaAs side surface plane.

A dye-laser beam at 925 nm (1.34 eV), with rv 50 p,m sample spot size, was used

6.4.1

of GaAs utilizing the PSHG technique [83]. Our measurements suggest that surface

charge transport is isotropic and diffusive, with small diffusion coefficients relative

to the bulk[4]. It is proposed that these differences arise via the effects of charge

traps and near surface charge recombination. Further temperature dependent mea

surements indicate that charge traps play a prominent role in the diffusion of both

holes and electrons.



as the fundamental SHG generating source for these measurement~. The energy

per pulse was rv 50 flJ. An Ar+ ion laser operating at 457nm (2.782 eV), and

with intensity of 300flW/em2, was used as a cw photocarrier excitation beam. The

transverse excitation beam profile on the sample was a narrow rectangle (rv 2.5 em

long, rv 4 mm wide) with sharp (S; 50 flm) edges on all sides. The long edge of the

excitation beam was made parallel to the sample [OlD] axis.

Photoexcited carriers will diffuse out of this excitation region parallel to the GaAs

surface plane. The geometry of the photoexcitation beam restricts the spatial charge

variation to one dimension, i.e., normal to the photoexcitation beam line (see figure

6.11). We assume that charge motion is well approximated by a diffusion equation

under these circumstances,
2 (/

Deii \]x(/ - -:; = 0

then the variation of the surface charge density, (/ (photoexcitation generated mi

nority carrier), as a function of distance, x, along the [100] axis (x = 0 defines the

edge of the photocarrier excitation beam) is given by,

(6.3)

Here the diffusion length L = JDeiiT depends on the effective carrier diffusion

coefficient Dei j, and lifetime T, near the surface. (/0 is the photoexcited minority

carrier surface density at the edge of the photoexcitation beam. In our analysis of

the diffusion process, we make the standard electrical neutrality assumption[108].

That is, we neglect the effects of the internal electric field due to the photoexcited

minority carriers (see Appendix G). Experimentally we checked this assumption by

studying charge diffusion as a function of excitation beam width (which was varied

from 2 mm to 5 mm). By changing the beam width, we are effectively changing

the transverse electric field due to minority carriers. No variation in diffusion was

observed within our experimental error of rv 2%.

In this particular experiment, our GaAs(OOl) samples were doped with Si (n-

type) and Be (p-type) at low density (1016em-3
). The escape depth of the SHG
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output photon at 2.68 eV was rv 0.1 j1m, less than the depletignwidth in all of

our low doping samples, so we approximate the near surface depletion electric field

as a constant over this escape depth. As a result of the minority carrier diffusion,

the depletion electric-field along the [001] direction (normal to sample surface) is

perturbed by the minority carriers, i.e.,

bE(x) rv o-(x) , (x> 0).
E

(6.4)

Here bE represents the change in depletion electric field due to photoexcited minority

carriers. The variation of our SHG output intensity 12w,on as a function of the

distance, x, from the photoexciting beam edge can be written as [41];

12w,on 11 + I _£ 12--rv ae L

12w

(x > 0)

12w,on (I2w) represents the SHG intensity measured when the photoexciting beam is

on (off). a' is a constant that depends on dipole transition matrix elements and the

unperturbed depletion electric field. Because the probe beam spot size is around

50 j1m, much less than the observed minority carrier diffusion length, the surface

minority carrier density within the probe beam spot was approximately constant.

The observed variation of the SHG enhancement (I2w,on/I2w) as a function of

distance x from the excitation beam edge is plotted in figure 6.12 for an n-type

sample and a p-type sample. The solid lines represent our best fits to the data. In

the case of n-type (p-type) samples, the variation of surface charge density is due to

photoexcited holes (electrons). In all cases, the diffusion model appears to account

for our observations. The diffusion length of the electrons is larger than that of the

holes. From a fit of the data we determined the hole (electron) diffusion length L h

(L e ) to be 2.83 ± 0.09 mm (7.01 ± 0.13 mm) at room temperature. Interestingly,

the observed surface diffusion lengths are at least one order of magnitude larger

than pure bulk carrier diffusion lengths[4]. Further experiments revealed that the
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photoexcited carrier diffusion processes were isotropic in the surface plane. For

example, we rotated the sample through an angle rP (00 ~ rP ~ 900
) about the [001]

axis. No variation in diffusion was observed under these circumstances.

6.4.2 Mechanism for surface minority carrier diffusion

We considered three possible mechanisms for the surface carrier diffusion: (1) free

carriers diffusing in near surface bands; (2) activated free carriers diffusing and trap

ping between bands and localized states(see figure 6.13 and 6.14); and (3) variable

range hopping(VRH) or fixed-range hopping(FRH) of trapped carriers. Several

pieces of evidence enable us to rule out pure free carrier diffusion. First, the ra

tio of electron and hole surface diffusion coefficients derived from diffusion length

and lifetime measurements, i.e. z: rv (i:)2 rv 6, is nearly three times smaller than

• Dbulk )[ Jthe bulk ratlO, ([j;:urk rv 22 4.
h

Furthermore we measured these diffusion coefficients as a function of temperature

from rv 250 - 350 K for both n- and p-type samples. Typical SHG results at two

different temperatures in n-type GaAs are plotted in figure 6.15. We observed an

increase of the diffusion length at higher temperatures. This suggests that the surface

carrier diffusion process is not a result of purely free carrier motion in the near surface

bands, but is some sort of thermally activated process. Finally, since the surface acts

like a sink for free minority carriers, it is unlikely that purely free carriers would

exist near the surface for long periods of time[109J.

A priori there are several mechanisms that can be invoked to explain our temper

ature dependent results. One possible mechanism for near surface minority carrier

diffusion is an actived diffusion process which may involve free carriers. In such a

model (see of figure 6.13), minority carriers excited within the depletion region drift

to the surface, and are quickly trapped by interfacial defects in a time Tc (10-6 to

10-10 seconds)[109]. Before recombining and leaving the surface however, these car

riers can be excited thermally from the traps into free carrier states near the surface.
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process.

(6.5)

Let T e represent the average time a trapped carrier resides in a trap before it is ther

mally excited into a surface free carrier state. Thermally excited free carriers will

diffuse along the surface until they become trapped again (usually Tc ~ Te ). The

effective diffusion coefficient of the "quasi-free" carriers will depend on the trapping

time (Tc ), the excitation time to reexcite thermally out of the trap (Te ), and the

scattering time of the free carrier in the near surface bands T s (usually T s ~ Tc ). A

simple analysis demonstrates that the effective diffusion coefficient is (see Appendix

H)

Here a and n are constants, and k is the Boltzman constant. E is the energy

difference between trap states and the free carrier band (conduction band for p-type

and valence band for n-type). Experimental data and fits for typical n-type GaAs

are plotted in figure 6.16. In summary, using this model we found that n = -0.1

(-0.04), and E = 21meV (17meV) for n-type (p-type) samples. Errors were rv 5%.

This model suggests that shallow trap states just below the conduction band(p

type samples) or above the valence band(n-type samples) affect the carrier diffusion

Here v free is the free carrier velocity in the near surface bands. v free depends on

the effective mass of the near surface minority carrier. We see that the role of

traps is primarily to reduce the amount of time an electron or hole spends as a free

carrier. Since the SHG signal is only sensitive to the depletion electric field, carriers

affect the SHG signal in the same way whether trapped or free. We anticipate that a

substantial amount of trap excitation/deexcitation occurs during the carrier lifetime,

T, near the surface. In the case of Tc ~ T e , we expect Vfree f"V VT, and Ts f"V rm where

m is a constant. The temperature-dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient in

this model is of the form



6.4.3 Other possible diffusion processes

Let us consider the other possible diffusion process involving hopping of carriers

from trap to trap. The most common theories of this sort are variable-range hop

ping(VRH) and fixed-range hopping(FRH) between localized traps[110}. In the case

of variable-range hopping(VRH), the diffusion coefficient De!! is predicted to be

temperature-dependent and of the form

Here To is a positive constant. The exponent s is 1/3 (1/4) in two-dimensional (three

dimensional) systems[l11}. A plot of In (Deff ) as a function of T-s with s = 1/3 for

a typical n-type GaAs sample is shown in figure 6.17(a). The solid line is our best

fit to the VRH model.

In the model of fixed-range hopping (FRH) model, the diffusion coefficient has

the form

D e(-E/kT)eff rv

A typical plot of In (De!! ) as a function of T- 1 for typical n-type GaAs is shown

in figure 6.17(b). In this case we find the excitation energy E to be 19 meV (16

meV) for n-type (p-type) samples. The latter result gives an activation energy quite

similar to our first model involving free carrier activation and trapping.

Our temperature-dependent data are insufficient to distinguish between the latter

three possible carrier diffusion mechanisms, but clearly demonstrate that the bulk

free carrier mechanisms are unlikely. Recalling the relationship between the diffusion

length, the diffusion coefficient, and the carrier recombination time, i.e.

L = JDeffT

we find that the effective diffusion coefficient is 2 X 10-2 cm2
/ second (3 X 10-3

cm2 / second) for electrons (holes). By comparison, bulk GaAs at the same doping

density has a the bulk diffusion coefficient,
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of 220 cm2 /second (10 cm2 /second) for electrons (holes)[4]. The bulk diffusion

coefficient is three-orders of magnitude larger than the effective diffusion coefficients

obtained near the surfaces. Furthermore, the ratio of electron and hole diffusion

coefficients in the bulk is nearly 3 times larger than the ratio observed at the surface.

Clearly near surface bands and surface traps play an important role in the carrier

diffusion process. In the of activated free carrier diffusion model, the surface carrier

diffusion process can involve extra, trap related time scales (Te , Te ) relative to bulk

free carriers. The diffusion coefficients decrease as a result of the capture of free

carriers by traps. On the other hand, either VRH or FRH might also account for the

observed diffusion. All models suggest that shallow trap states play an important role

in the diffusion process. However the common EL2 defect states are at the midgap,

and are unlikely to be directly related to these shallow states. As mentioned in

chapter 4, as many as fifteen (twelve) electron (hole) traps have been identified in

GaAs [38]. Among them, possible shallow electron traps include EI2, EI3, EB8, EB9,

EBIO, EL11 and EL15 whose energy levels are rv 0.18 eV below the conduction band

minimum, and possible shallow hole traps include HB6, HL6, HL7, HL11, and HL12

whose energy levels are rv 0.30 eV above the valence band maximum. Except HL12

due to Zn impurity, all of them are more or less associated to complicated complex

defects such as As
x

• Here Asx represent the As interstitial defects in which several

As atoms form a cluster.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the SHG experiment in p-inls-out polarization configuration
with crystalline [100] direction in the plane of incidence. The output SHG intensity
is dominated by the contributions from xf)zo
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Figure 6.2: The variation of SH intensity at two-photon energy of 2.68 eV as a
function of doping density. Both n- and p-type (see inset (a» samples exhibit a
reduction in SHG intensity as a function of increasing doping density. The solid
lines are our theoretical fit to the data.
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Figure 6.3: The plot of log( IJw - PW( E)) as a function of log(p) with SH fundamental
photon energy at 2.68 eV. It clearly can be seen that the relationship between the
SHG intensity and dopant density (electric field) is linear (quadratic) at the low
dopant densities.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic drawing of photomodulation second-harmonic generation
(PSHG) experiment. In such PSHG experiments, light from an Ar+ ion laser il
luminates the sample and modulates the band bending in the depletion region while

the SHG experiment is in progress.
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Figure 6.5: The enhancement of normalized SHG intensity at two-photon energy of
2.68 eV for two typical n-type (n=1016 jcm3

) and p-type (p=1016 jcm
3

) samples as
a function of the photoexcitation intensity. The solid lines are the theoretical fit to
the data. The photon energy of the photomodulation light was 2.72 eV.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic photomodulation of band-bending near surface. The linear
photoexcitation creates electrons and holes in the depletion region. These carriers
are separated by the built-in field and partly neutralize the surface charge. This in
turn decreases the depletion electric field and the band bending.
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Figure 6.8: SH intensity from a typical p-type ( PP = 1016 /cm3
) sample as a function

of time after photomodulation light was turned off. From our theoretical fitting
(solid line), the discharging time, T, of the surface traps is I'V 25 ± 1 seconds.
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Figure 6.9: SH intensity from a typical n-type ( pn = 1016 fem3
) sample as a function

of time after photomodulation light was turned off. From our theoretical fitting (solid
line), the discharging time, T, of the surface traps is rv 24 ± 1 seconds.
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Figure 6.10: Schematic drawing of energy band profile at Ga203 GaAs n-type

interface.
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Figure 6.11: A 10 Hz Nd:YAG pumped dye laser, with rv 50 fJm sample spot size, was
used as the fundamental probe light for the SHG measurements. An Ar+ ion laser
was used as a cw photocarrier excitation beam, and its transverse beam profile on
the sample was a narrow rectangle (rv 2.5 em long, rv 4 mm wide) with sharp(:=:; 50
fJm) edges on all sides. The long edge of the excitation beam was made parallel to
the sample [010J axis. The photoexciting beam edge is at x = 0, and a schematic
drawing of the photoexcited surface minority carrier density with diffusion length,
L, is plotted as a function of the distance, x.
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Figure 6.12: A typical digram of the variation of SHG output from n-type (p-type)
GaAs plotted as a function of distance, x, from the photoexciting beam edge, x = 0
at room temperature. Ion (2w) (Iojj(2w)) represents the SHG intensity when the
photoexciting beam is on (off). The solid lines are our best fits. The error represents
the standard deviation of multiple measurements on multiple samples. The hole
(electron) diffusion length, Lh (L e ), is 2.83 ± 0.09 mm (7.01 ± 0.13 mm).
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Figure 6.13: A schematic diagram of the energy and position of a minority carrier
(p-type sample) that is excited, diffuses, and is then captured again.
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< br2> =Dfree t

Time (t)

Figure 6.14: Schematic of the mean square displacement (or2
) of the minority carrier

as a function of time. The solid line indicates the carrier diffusion process with a
free carrier diffusion coefficient D free (large positive slope) and the carrier capture by
traps for a time Te (flat line). The dashed line (with relatively small positive slope)
represents the effective diffusion process (with effective diffusion coefficient Def f)

that we observed. Here Tc is the trapping time for the free carrier, and Te is the
time required for the carrier to become reexcited out of trap. Figures are intended
to convey ideas and are not drawn to scale.
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Figure 6.15: A typical SHG results at two different temperatures for n-type GaAs

samples.
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Figure 6.16: Diffusion coefficients as a function of temperature for a typical n-type
GaAs sample. The solid line is our fitting according to activated free carrier diffusion

model(see Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.17: (a) shows In(Deff) as a function of T- 1
/
3 for n-type GaAs. The solid

line is a linear fit according to VRH model. Inset(b) shows In(D eff) as a function of
T-1 for n-type GaAs. The solid line is a linear fit according to FRH model.
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Chapter 7

Observation of midgap interface

states at Metal:GaAs junctions by

SHG and SFG

Electronic properties at buried solid:solid interfaces can depend on the existence of

interface states. In this chapter, we utilize second-order nonlinear optical spectro

scopies to probe the interface states at metal:GaAs junctions. We observe sharp

SHG and SPG spectral features that provide compelling evidence for the existence

of interface states just below the buried interface. The relationship between these

interface states, interface preparation, and doping are discussed in detail.

7.1 Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopies

from Metal:GaAs interfaces

7.1.1 SHG spectra from Au:GaAs (n-type) interfaces

Vve detected the interface SHG signals in the p-injp-out configuration with the crys

taline [100) axis oriented in the plane of incidence [83,39]. The experimental setup for
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these measurements were presented in chapter 3. 80/1 Au (As) epita)fial (amorphous)

films on n-type and p-type GaAs(OOl) surfaces were studied. The buried interfaces

were either As-rich or Ga-rich as a result of different GaAs substrate growth condi

tions. Native oxide GaAs(OOl) samples were also studied. Further details of sample

properties and growth conditions are described in chapter 4.

In figure 7.1, we exhibit measurements of interface SHG spectra from Au:GaAs

n-type samples with different GaAs surface reconstructions (As-rich 2 x 4 and Ga-rich

4 x 2). We see that the interface spectra exhibit a single sharp peak at a one-photon

energy of 0.715 eV for the As-rich Au:GaAs n-type sample, and two closely spaced

peaks for the Ga-rich Au:GaAs n-type sample. The solid line in the spectra from Ga

rich Au:GaAs n-type sample represents a best fit to the data using two Lorentzian

lineshape functions. According to the fit, the SH peak positions are 0.708 ± 0.014

eV and 0.731 ± 0.014 eV respectively. We believe that the first peak in the SHG

spectra at rv 0.708 eV, has the same origin as the single sharp peak in the As-rich

Au:GaAs n-type system, while the latter peak is a new feature resulting from the

different interface preparation.

7.1.2 SFG spectra from Au:GaAs (n-type) interfaces

SHG spectral lines can be one-photon resonances, in which the incident photon

energy (1iw equals) the transition energy between the two states involved, or two

photon resonances, in which the output photon energy (21iw) equals the transition

energy between the two states involved. Therefore we measured SFG spectra on

the same systems to further characterize these resonances. The SFG spectra were

obtained by irradiating the samples with mixture of the Q-switched Nd-YAG 1064

nm wavelength beam and an GPO tunable infrared beam at the same incidence

angle and polarization.

The SFG spectra are shown in figure 7.2. The solid lines in the spectra from Ga-

rich Au:GaAs n-type sample represent a best fit to the data using two Lorentzian
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lineshape functions. According to the fitting, the SF peak positions are 0.713 ± 0.014

eV and 0.730±0.014 eV respectively. The first peak in the SFG spectra at 0.713 eV

is thought to be the same as the single sharp peak in the As-rich Au:GaAs n-type

system. The resonance features in SHG and SFG spectra are matched to each other

when the spectra were plotted as a function of one-photon energy. This indicate

that all resonance features are one-photon resonances. Since the GaAs band gap

is 1.42 eV, the resonance energy levels are all around the midgap. The bulk SHG

X1~z spectra have also been taken in the p-in/s-out polarization configuration[83].

Since bulk resonance features were not observed (see figure 7.3), our assignment

of these features to interfaces in the system was further corroborated. We notes

that the SFG spectra are not as sharp as SHG spectra. This can be due to the

following reasons; SHG processes are in double resonances due to the midgap states,

however SFG processes are only in single resonance from the midgap states to the

conduction band. In adition, sum frequency energy is far above the band gap, other

sum frequency processes from other possible states will contribute to the total signal

as a background. As a result, SFG spectra is not as sharp as SHG spectra.

7.1.3 One-photon resonance paths

There are two probable excitation paths that can be invoked to explain the one

photon resonance (see figure 7.4). Each process starts in a different initial state. In

one case the three-step process starts from the top of the valence band (see figure

7.4(a) ), and in the other case the process starts from the interface midgap state (see

figure 7.4(b)). Because the one-photon resonance energy is approximately half of the

GaAs bandgap energy, double resonances arise in both cases, and SHG signals are

stronger than SFG signals.
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7.1.4 SHG and SFG from Au:GaAs (p-type)~interfaces

Because the two possible one-photon excitation paths begin in different initial states,

variation of carrier density in these initial states should affect the interface resonance

spectra. To test this hypothesis we took spectra from metal:GaAs (p-type) samples

within the same spectral region. In our analysis, we assume that the energy levels

at the interface are not changed by changes in bulk doping[67]. This assumption

is plausible for atomic displacement-induced defect states. However, the carrier

occupation density in these states will vary, since the Fermi level will shift with

respect to the midgap levels. In the p-type metal:GaAs system these midgap states

will become empty, as the Fermi level shifts towards the valence band maximum[24].

No resonance features were observed in p-type GaAs systems (see figure 7.5). These

results suggest that the one photon resonances in metal:GaAs n-type samples are

due to the resonant transition from the occupied midgap states to the conduction

band minimum. As a result of the lower occupied midgap electron density in p-type

systems, the resonance process originating from these midgap states was probably too

weak to be detected. We conclude that the dominant three-step resonance processes

starts from midgap interface states.

In addition, SHG and SFG spectra from native oxide GaAs (n-type) samples were

also obtained within the same spectral region (see figure 7.6). Because oxygen atoms

generally act as acceptors and metal atoms act as donors in GaAs[3]' the occupied

electron density in midgap states is expected to be lower than metal:GaAs n-type

systems. Our spectra show no resonance features, which further confirms that one

photon resonances of metal:GaAs n-type samples are due to the resonant transition

from the occupied midgap states to the conduction band minimum.
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7.1.5 SHG and SFG experiments on As:GaAs (n-type) sam

ples

SHG and SFG experiments were also performed on As:GaAs(OOl) n-type samples

within the same photon energy range. A similarsingle resonance feature around 0.715

eV was observed (see figure 7.7), and was confirmed to be a one photon resonance.

Again in contrast to previous spectroscopic experiments[7, 10, 23, 24], all of the

observed resonances are sharp, suggesting a narrow distribution of states at or just

below the buried interface.

7.2 Higher order bulk and Au surface contribu-

tions

The interface signals in principle contain contributions from the front metal surface,

and higher-order bulk nonlinearities. To examine the contributions from the Au

surface, we measured SFG and SHG spectra from a thick Au-epitaxial film("" 5f-lm)

and found that SFG and SHG signals were below our noise level (see figure 7.7).

Also, since the bulk nonlinear response of the Au epitaxial layer on GaAs(001) is

expected to contribute in the same way in both n- and p-type GaAs systems, the fact

that no resonance features were observed in Au:GaAs p-type systems effectively rules

out possible contributions from bulk Au epitaxial films. The possibility of higher

order GaAs bulk contributions was also examined in the s-in/s-out and s-in/p-out

polarization configurations. The bulk anisotropic contribution (e) was below our

noise level and the signal resulting from linear combinations of I and xf,~?.L was at

least two orders of magnitude smaller than the interface signal (see figure 7.3). In

addition, the higher-order bulk terms contribute in the same way to metal:GaAs

and oxide:GaAs systems, and no resonances in oxide:GaAs systems were observed.

In total, these findings rule out higher-order bulk contributions as sources of the
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resonance features. The 0.715 and 0.731 eV resonance features mostJikely originate

from the buried interface.

7.3 Nature of the midgap interface states

7.3.1 Atomic displacement induced defect states

Our second-order nonlinear optical spectral measurements of As-rich Au:GaAs and

As:GaAs n-type samples possess a similar resonance at 0.715 eV, suggesting that

the common interface state may be related to As atoms. On the other hand, the

interface state at rv 0.731 eV was only found at the Ga-rich interface in Au:GaAs n

type systems. This suggests that this latter interface state is related to the presence

of excessive Ga atoms at the interface.

These observations can be understood in the following context. Atomic displace-

ments are produced at the buried interface. For example, a gradient in the chemical

potential for As or Ga atoms can induce the migration of these atoms into the GaAs

substrate. As a result of relative concentrations of As and Ga atoms during growth,

we might expect the formation of As atom displacement induced defect states near

the As-rich interface[67]. In this case the As atom sits in the Ga site in the inter

facial region (see figure 7.8). Such an As atom displacement produces one of the

primary defect states in GaAs [38, 112]. Its energy level is believed to lie near the

middle of the band gap[67, 6]. The formation of Ga displacement-induced defect

states are expected for the Ga-rich interface. In such a case, the Ga atom sits on

the As atom site (see the figure 7.8). The Ga displacement defect state has been

theoretically predicted to have an energy level near the middle of band gap [6]. All

possible displacement defects in GaAs were calculated in reference [6] and plotted in

figure 4.5.

We note that as many as fifteen (twelve) electron (hole) traps have been identified

in GaAs [38]. The dominant electron trap, EL2, is believed to be a native defect [66],
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and to play an important role in pinning the Fermi level [67]. Some of the interesting

properties of EL2 are discussed in chapter 4. The As atom displacement induced

defects ASGa have been suggested to be associated with the EL2 state [67, 66, 68].

The lowest conduction band r 6 has an s-like symmetry. As discussed previously

in chapter 4, an isolated neutral ASGa defect is a donor state (E rv E v +0.5eV), and

has an s-like symmetry. Therefore the direct transition from a localized neutral ASGa

state to the r 6 is unlikely in the electric dipole approximation [68]. However an ASGa

defect has an acceptor level (E rv Ec - 0.75eV), which has an p-like symmetry (see

figure 4.5) [6], the direct transition between the acceptor state and the conduction

band r 6 is no longer forbidden. In the case of n-type GaAs, the Fermi level is

pinned at this acceptor level [5], and the electron density at this level is high. Our

results may arise through such a one photon resonance from this midgap acceptor

state to the conduction band at the r point near the interface. The results are

thus suggestive, but further considerations are required. Interestingly just as linear

optical spectroscopic studies have provided important information about the energy

levels and optical properties of deep-level traps [69], our nonlinear spectroscopy of

these interface defect states may provide new information about the symmetry of

these defects states near interfaces.

The formation of Ga displacement-induced defect states are also expected for the

Ga-rich interface. In such a case, the Ga atom sits on the As atom site (see the figure

4.5 and figure 7.8). The Ga displacement defect GaAs it an acceptor with a p-like

symmetry, and it has been theoretically predicted to have an energy level near the

middle of the band gap [6]. The transition from the GaAs to the lowest conduction

band r 6 at the r point is allowed. Since the As displacement is among the most

common defects in GaAs, the resonance state at 0.715 eV was still observed in the

Ga-rich interfaces, albeit more weakly [112]. Qualitatively our spectra suggest that

the ratio (peak height or integrated area) of the two resonance peaks (0.715 eV,

0.731 eV) can be related to the ratio of ASGa : GaAs at the interface. The interface
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second-order susceptibilities X(2) for these two defects can be written as [25}

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

Here NAsGa (NGaAJ is the density of the ASGa (GaAs) defect states. j3;:;Ga (j3gLJ

is the second-order As (Ga) antisite polarizability. Therefore the resonance peak

heights in t.he SHG spectra can be related to the ratio of ASGa : GaAs'

Here WI and W2 represent resonance frequencies for the ASGa and GaAs states respec

tively. I(wI) and I(w2) are fundamental light intensities. In our case, the fundamen

tal pumping lights I(wI) and I(w2) are equal, i.e.,

[NASGaj3~2;Ga}2 = IAsGa (2WI)
NGaAs j3gLs IGaAs(2w2)

Thus the ratio of ASGa : GaAs is related to the peak heights of two resonances at WI

and W2. In particular, if we assume that j3gLs equals j3~2;Ga' the ratio of ASGa : GaAs

is rv 1 : -J3 in Ga-rich interface samples. This type of analysis may prove to be a

useful methodology for in situ chemical analysis during growth.

On the other hand, the ASGa defects are isotropically distributed in GaAs bulk,

therefore the contribution of the second-order nonlinear process from these isotrop

ically distributed states is forbidden (see chapter 2). In addition, the ASGa defects

in bulk may primarily be at neutral ground state with s-like symmetry, since there

does not exist a metal electron sea nearby to charge a neutral s-like ASGa defect

up to a negatively charged p-like state (see chapter 4). The direct transition from

this neutral s-like state to conduction band minimum at the r point is thus unlikely

in the electric dipole approximation [68}. These is one of the reasons that no reso

nance features were observed in our GaAs bulk spectra. Since GaAs has an exsiting
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nonzero bulk second-order susceptibility, SHG and SFG contributi~:nsfrom these

defect states may be much smaller than the bulk X~~z, this may be the other reasons

that no resonance features were observed in our GaAs bulk spectra.

7.3.2 Some concerns about other defects states

Although the overall trends in these experiments are most easily understandable in

terms of the different atomic displacements at the interface, we cannot eliminate all

other possible mechanisms. In particular, microscopically there is also interdiffusion

between metal overlayer atoms and the semiconductor substrate atoms [97]. In the

case of our Ga-rich interface samples, replacement reactions could produce different

interface structures and the formation of alloys in the interface layer [98]. As a result,

an additional resonance might arise [89] and could explain some of our observations.

However, interface states due to the reaction between metal atoms and Ga or As

atoms are expected to be the same for n-type and p-type Au:GaAs systems. The fact

that we do not see the resonance features in the Au:GaAs p-type systems minimizes

the possibility of associating the resonances with new alloy states. While we cannot

entirely rule out these possibilities, we believe the defect picture outlined above is

the most plausible explanation of our observations when they are taken as a whole.

7.3.3 Depletion field effects

Let us consider the depletion field effects. The strong depletion electric field Ei will

perturb ethe ASGa defect states. Utilizing first order perturbation theory, the p-like

ASGa defect state IPAsGa > is modified as

< pold 1-+ ElM>
Ip >= Ipold > +'" ASGa P' 1M >

ASGa ASGa L..J tlE
M MP

Here 1M > are excited states and tlEMS is the energy difference between states

IPASGa > and 1M >. P is dipole operator. In this case, the nonzero terms in
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summation include s-like states in the dipole approximation. Therefore the p-like

state IPAsGa > is mixed with the s-like ground state ISAsGa >.

< paid fp EfSOld >
Ip >= fPold > + ASGa z ASGa Isold >

ASGa ASGa I::..Esp ASGa

In same way the s-like ground state ISAsGa > is also mixed with p-like state !PAsGa >

sold I Eipoid >
Is >= Isold > +< ASGa pz ASGa Ipold >

ASGa ASGa I::..E
ps

ASGa

The mixture of the states depends on the depletion field E. In chapter 5, we calcu

lated the mixture of the conduction band states f 6.

(7.4)

Here we only consider the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum

at the f point. The interface second-order susceptibility X~~~ is determined by the

second-order process at the f point of the Brillouin zone.

(7.5)

By summing up all paths, we derive the perturbation to first order in depletion field

E.

Under the assumption of a constant depletion field, 8X~~~ depends linearly on the

depletion field E.

< paid fp EfSOld >
rv ASGa z ASGa X

I::..Esp

[< S~I:GJQzlfs >< f s IQz/f(6) >+ < f(6)I+QzIP~~~a >

+ < S~I:GJQzlfs >< f s IQzlf(6) >_< f(6)I_QzIP~~~a >]

(7.6)

8X(2) rv O'.Ezzz

with

0'.-=
< paid IPzlSOld >

ASGa ASGa X

I::.. Esp
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[< S~:GJQzlfs >< f s IQzlf(6) >+< f(6)1+ QzIPA~da=~ >

+ < S~:GJQzlfs >< f s IQzlf(6) > _< f(6)I_QzIPA~dGa >}

The photoexcitation-second-harmonic generation experiments have been performed

to check this field induced perturbation (see chapter 6). However, experimentally

no effects of the second-harmonic intensity have been observed at these resonances

for Au:GaAs n-type samples when the photoexcitation light illuminated samples.

There are several mechanisms that can be invoked to explain this results. First,

perturbation coefficient a may be small between the localized defect states and the

conduction and valence bands at the f point of the Brillouin zone in GaAs. Sec

ond, since the x1;~ is forbidden in bulk, and therefore there is no interference term

as compared to the exsiting bulk X~;~ (see chapter 5). As a result, these changes

are much more difficult to detect. In addition, in the Au:GaAs n-type system, the

minority carriers (holes) drift to interface and recombine with metal electrons. This

in turn does not affect the depletion electric field and the band bending.

7.3.4 Comparison with interfacial spectra by other tech-

.nlques

There are a number of experimental observations consistent with the existence of

midgap states in this system, however there are very few direct spectroscopic mea

surements of interface energy levels. Some spectroscopic evidence for interface states

has been derived from cathodoluminescence spectra (CLS)[24), inverse photoemis

sion spectra (IPS)[10), and ultraviolet-photoemission spectra (UPS)[23). but these

spectra are very broad, and the measurements are not intrinsically sensitive to the

buried interface.

In contrast to the CLS, IPS and UPS measurements[24, 10, 23}, sharp resonant

features were observed in our SHG and SFG experiments. For instance, in the case of
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ultraviolet-photoemission measurements at very low Au coverages on GaAs surfaces

[23], the interface states became broadened when Au coverage increases from 0.1

monolayer to 0.35 monolayer (see figure 7.9). The possible mechanism is that the

wavefunctions of metal electron overlap with the interface states [113]. With thick

metal overlayer, the overlapping between the metal electron states and the interface

states increases and the interface states were broadened. On the other hand, the very

sharp spectra we observed suggest that the detected atomic displacement defects

occur in bulk GaAs just far enough from the interface so that their interaction with

the metal overlayer free electron states is weak.

In the case of cathodoluminescence spectra measurements, high energy electron

(rv keV) beam incidenced on GaAs samples, all photon radition from the samples

was recorded. By subatracting clean GaAs surface spectra from Au coated GaAs

samples, the interface CLS was obtained. However the spectra contributions from

the metal overlayer and GaAs bulk were not completely eliminated. In addiation,

the luminescence can arise from states above the band gap and is not limited at

the direct band gap region. As a result the spectra were broadened (see figure

7.10). In our SHG measurements, the intrinsic interface sensitivity of the second

order nonlinear optical spectroscopies enable us to suppress spectral contributions

from the adjoining bulk media, resulting in more specific assignments of the spectral

features, and a narrowing of the features by comparison to those observed with

competing spectroscopies.
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Figure 7.1: In p-in/p-out with ¢> = 0 configuration, (a) SHG spectrum from As-rich
Au:GaAs n-type sample. The solid line is a guide for the eye; (b) SHG spectrum from
Ga-rich Au:GaAs n-type sample. The two solid lines are fits using two Lorentzian
line shape shape functions, and the dashed line is the combination of the two lines.
The peak positions are estimated to be 0.708 ± 0.014 eV and 0.731 ± 0.014 eV
respectively.
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Figure 7.2: In p-inJp-out with ¢J = 0 configuration, SFG spectrum from an As-rich
interface sample. The solid line is a guide for the eye; In the Ga-rich interface sample,
the SFG spectrum was shown below. The two solid lines are fit using two Lorentzian
line shape functions, and the dashed line is the combination of both lines. The peak
positions are estimated to be 0.713 ± 0.014 eV and 0.730 ± 0.014 eV respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Bulk SHG spectra from the Au:GaAs n-type sample; the solid line is a
guide for the eye. Both As-rich and Ga-rich interface samples have the same bulk
spectra. No resonance features have been observed in the bulk SHG contribution.
The SHG contribution from the linear combinations of higher-order bulk I and
surface xf,~?.l term was near the noise levels in both n- and p-type systems.
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Figure 7.4: Schematic diagram of two probable three-step optical processes 1 ---7

2 ---7 3. Here Ev , EI' and Ee represent energies of the valence band maximum,
interface states, and conduction band minimum respectively. (a) The transition
starts from valence band maximum. The three-step process is represented by
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v
---+EI---+Ee ----7Ev . (b) The transition starts from interface states. The three-
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As displacement-induced atomic defect

Figure 7.8: Schematic of As and Ga displacement defects.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy has been used to probe the interface

electronic structure of GaAs based thin films and interfaces. The nonlinear tech

niques presented here differ from conventional spectroscopic methods primarily as a

result of their symmetry dependence and intrinsic interface sensitivity. In this thesis,

one of our primary interests is to study the relation between the sample preparation

and the interface electronic structure. We have found that second-order nonlinear

optical spectroscopy is sensitive to a variety of interfacial electronic phenomena such

as interface defect states, surface reconstruction of the buried GaAs, ratio of different

atoms during the growth, and depletion electric fields.

Our observations provide strong evidence for the existence of atomic displacement

induced defect states at the buried metal:GaAs interface, and offer energy level infor

mation that can be used to check theoretical predictions about this class of interface

state. In Au:GaAs n-type systems, we have observed two resonance features at 0.715

eV and 0.731 eV for the Ga-rich interface and one resonance feature at 0.715 eV for

the As-rich interface. Similar single resonance features at 0.715 eV were observed in

As:GaAs n-type samples, but were not present in oxide:GaAs and metal:GaAs p-type

systems. All resonance features were confirmed to be one-photon resonances. After
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consideration of various three-step optical processes, we conclude that the transi

tions originate from the midgap states. We suggest that the interfacial resonance

features arise from the existence of atomic displacement-induced defect states near

the junction.

Consider further the metal:GaAs p-type system. The electrons in the neutral

s-like As antisite ground state (0.5 eV above the valence band maximum) can be

discharged using highly p-doped GaAs samples. Since the dipole transition between

the valence band maximum and the s-like As antisite ground state is allowed, the

resonance (liw rv D.5eV) between the valence band maximum and the ground level

s-like of As antisite state will be expected in such systems. To map out the whole

range of states within the band gap, the spectral light needs to be tunable from

infrared to mid-infrared. As a result, SHG photon energy will be within the infrared

range, and the quantum effeciency of PMT can not cover this range. Therefore one

solution is to upconvert the SHG signal to visible range through a nonlinear crystal

by sum frequency. In such case, the spectral informations of the upcoverting nolinear

crystal must be well studied in order to calibrate our signals. In addition, we had

to consider the water absorption spectrum in the mid-infrared region (rv 0.5eV).

The beam lines should be moisture-free. Due to the OH bonds inside the quartz

crystal, we had to find another nonlinear crystal as our reference line. To increase

the nonlinear optical signal, we can also utilize other infrared light sources such as

free electron laser (FEL).

In the case of the native oxide GaAs system, we have studied depletion elec

tric field induced effects on the existing bulk second-order nonlinear susceptibility

x~~z, and provided information about surface states lifetimes and carrier transport

along the surface of n- amd p-type GaAs crystals. Our experiments reveal that the

dominant perturbation caused by the depletion electric field is on the existing bulk

nonlinearity X~~z. Through studies as a function of dopant type and concentration,
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we demonstrate that the bulk xt~z is systematically reduced as a~Tesu1t of the de

pletion field, and that this diminution depends on the square of the near surface

depletion field. This is consistent with our theoretical calculations. Our measure

ments illustrate a potentially useful method to probe changes in symmetry and band

bending in the near surface region of a semiconductor. This information is often of

interest in materials and device applications.

In addition, the photomodulation-second-harmonic generation (PSHG) expen

ments reveal that xt~z in doped GaAs can be enhanced by carrier excitation in the

depletion region. By utilizing this technique, we measured the surface minority

trap lifetimes. Our experimental results suggest that all of our samples exhibit ap

proximately the same trap lifetime (rv 25 seconds). This suggests that the surface

recombination process is the slowest step in discharging the traps on the surface.

Finally, spatially separated second-harmonic generating and photocarrier exciting

light beams were employed to study transverse diffusion of carriers confined near

GaAs(OOl) surfaces. Our measurements suggest that surface charge transport is

isotropic and diffusive, with diffusion coefficients small relative to the bulk. We

present an activated free carrier diffusion model to explain our observations in which

minority carriers diffuse and trap between surface free carrier bands and localized

defect states. Knowledge about these quantities is essential for a full understanding

of surface traps and charge transport at the surfaces and is of use in the analysis of

transport in lower dimensional devices such as quantum well heterostructures.

The success of these experiments suggest that this technique has the potential

to be a useful noncontact probe of interfacial electronic properties. By utilizing

this technique, we can study crystal electronic and structural defects during sam

ple growth. This might enable us to develop a microscopic understanding of the

relationship between interface electronic structures and interface preparation, which

in turn may help us to achieve better crystal growth conditions and design better

electronic devices.
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This technique can further be applied to the study of wide-gap semiconductors

such as AlxGal-xN. AlxGal-xN is a compound semiconductor system with a tun

able and direct band gap from 2 to 6.2 eV, which makes it ideal for optoelectronic

devices in the visible and ultraviolet light region. One of its most important charac

teristics is its band-gap value. In this case, the symmetry sensitivity of second-order

nonlinear optical processes enables us to suppress contributions from the adjoining

substrate, resulting in more accurate measurements of the band gap. In addition,

because there are very few lattice-matching substrates for this system, the electronic

properties are largely affected by the substrates. The most widely used substrate is

sapphire, which has a mismatch of 22% for InN, 14% for GaN, and 12% for AIN.

Thus the interfacial junction suffers internal strains, and misfit dislocations are pro

duced at the buried interface as a result of an abrupt strain relaxation. In such

cases, interface SHG may reveal interface reconstructions, interface defect states,

and the critical growth thickness. Besides the misfit dislocation induced defects at

the interface, there are many other defects inside the bulk such as a N vacancy

(VN ) which is located at 30, 100, and 400 meV below the conduction band in GaN.

These defects significantly affect the performance of wide-gap semiconductor based

devices. For example, laser diodes degrade because the defects act as non-radiative

recombination centers. By utilizing second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy, we

would separately identify the interface and bulk defects. Furthermore, we would

study the relationship between the defect states and sample preparation to find the

best crystal growth conditions.
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Appendix A

The transition matrix using

dipole operator Q

In this appendix, based on our three-level model we calculate the electric dipole tran

siton matrice between the top valence band (Ifs » and the two lowest conduction

bands (If6 > and If7 » at the f point in the Brillouin zone. <pS6»), <P~:»), and <P1S»)

represent wavefunctions of If6 > , If7 >, and Ifs > states respectively.

The calculation of the matrices (<pS6)IQI<p~:»), (<pS6)IQI<p1S»), and (<p~:)IQI<p1S») are

fully based on group symmetry operations. Each wave function has its own sym

metry group (f6 ,f7,fs) and can be expanded in certain basis functions, such as

XYZ (see text). The basis functions are not the exact mathematical expression of

the wavefunction, but a mathematical expression which transforms with exactly the

same symmetry in the irreducible representation[100, 101). The three state wave

functions are shown in the text. All dipole transition elements are projected into the

irreducible representations of 'I'd and expanded by its eigenvector functions.
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A.I

The wavefunction of 4>t6 ) with its spatial part fo(r) belongs to the f 1 symmetry group.

As a result, (4)t6)IQI4>~;)) is zero unless product of QI4>~;») contains the eigenvector of

fl. QI4>(;») involves the spatial functions QX, QY, andQZ, which can be written as
v

nine functions

These nine wave functions can be projected into various irreducible representations

of Ta according to Table 5.1 [100, 101]:

f 1 : 11:0 = QxX + QyY + QzZ (A.1)

f 3 : 11:1 = 2QzZ - QxX - QyY; 11:2 = .J3(QxX - QyY) (A.2)

1 1 1
f 4 : 11:~ = "2(QyZ - QzY); 11:'7 = "2(QzX - QxZ ); 11:( = "2(QxY - QyX)(A.3)

1 1 1
f s : I1:x = 2(QyZ + QzY); l1:y = "2(QzX + QxZ ); I1:z = 2(QxY + QyX)(A.4)

Here fl,f3,f4 , and f s represent four different symmetry groups with their corre

sponding eigenvectors 11:0; 11:1, 11:2; 11:~, 11:'7' 11:(; and I1:x , l1: y , I1:z . The nine functions can be

expanded by the eigenvector functions of Ta.

111
QxX = "311:0 - 611:1 + 2-j311:2

111
Q Y = -11:0 - -11:1 - --11:2

y 3 6 2-j3
1 1

QzZ = "311:0 + "311:1

QxY = 11:( + I1:z
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(A.ll )
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Here each function can have several different symmetry eigenvectors. From the above

formulas, we can easily find the functions which contain the "-0 eigenvector of r 1· As

a result, the nonzero matrix elements are;

do = ~ JfQx Xdr = ~JfQyYdr= ~ JfQzZdr

Thus the (1S6)IQI1~~)} can be derived. For example

(1~)IQI1~)} = ~JfQzZdr

Finally the matrix elements (1S6)IQI1~~)} can be calculated.

(1(7) IQI1(6)} = V2do (A 2. A X~ i
Y

) .
x - zy z

Here X, Y, and 2 represent the results of the dipole moment operator acting on dif-

ferent axes, i.e., Qx, Qy, and Qz'

A.2

The (1S6)IQI1~8)} can be derived by the same method employed for the (1S6)IQI1~~)}

matrix. QI1~8)} also involves the spatial functions QX, QY, and QZ, which can be

written as nine functions as shown above. These nine wave functions can be projected

onto various irreducible representations of Td• The only wavefunctions of the QI1~8)}

which contain "-0 will form a nonzero product element with the wavefunction 1S
6

).

The results are

For example,

(1i6)IQI1~8)} =~JfQ(X + iY)dr = ~(x + iy) JfQx Xdr

As a result, the matrix element (1~)IQI1~)} is
2 2

(

J3(x+ y) -2i2 (x-iy) 0 )
(1(6)IQI1(8)} = do 0

i(x+iy) 22 J3(x-iy)'
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Therefore the matrix elements can be calculated as follows. For example,

2ii )

-i(x + iy)

V3(x + iy)

o

161

A.3

d~ = - ~JXQyZdr= - ~JXQzYdr= - ~ JYQx Zdr (A.14)

= - ~JYQzXdr= - ~JZQyXdr= - ~JZQxYdr

The product of QI</>~8)) contains the same spatial functions QX, QY, and QZ, which

can be written as nine functions as shown before. Now the spatial parts of </>(;)
v

contain X, Y, and Z, which belong to the symmetry group f s. As a result, QI</>~8))

must contain eigenvectors "-x, "-y, and "-z of f s symmetry in order to have nonzero

transition elements. In other words, only wavefunctions of QI</>~8)) which contain

"-x,y,z elements will form nonzero transition elements with the wavefunction </>(7). By

checking the nine functions in terms of irreducible representation Td eigenvectors, we

find that the nonzero matrix elements are

Finally the whole matrix (</>~;)IQI</>~8)) can be written as



Transition Paths

Nonzero Electric Dipole

(B.2)

(B.l)
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(4)~8)IQyl4>~))
2

= (4)~) IQyl[ig6 14>&8») t - h~l4>r») t + 14>&6») t]

can be written as

Here Qx, Qy, and Qz represent the dipole matrix elements with different polariza

tions. The perturbed states have been given in the main text. The nonzero transition

elements were been derived in Appendix A. For example, the transition

In this Appendix we calculate all possible electric dipole transition paths in the three

level system to determine the nonzero second-order optical processes. In a p-in/s

out configuration with the crystal axis [100] in the plane of incidence, we probe the

SHG contributions from the bulk second-order susceptibility xt~z and xt;~, where

xt~z = xt;~. The interband transition is determined by a three-wave mixing process

at the r point of Brillouin zone.

Appendix B



= (d + d')g6 + id~*h~ - V3id~

Thus all the possible transition elements can be calculated and listed below; the

nonzero transition paths in (1(6)\Qz\</>(S)) are:

3 Qz I I

fs(fL = +i)----t f 6 (v = -): -2h6do + i(d + 3d )g~ (B.3)

1 Qz
fs(fL = +i)----tf6 (v = +): -2ido (B.4)

1 Qz
fs(fL = -"2)----t f 6 (v = -): 2do (B.5)

3 Qz I I

fs(fL = -"2)----t f 6 (v = +): -2idoh6 - (d + 3d )g~ (B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

The nonzero transition paths in (1(6)\QxI1(S)) are:

3 Qx r;; I

f s(fL = +"2)----t f 6(V = +): V 3do + doh6 + idg~

fs(fL = +~)~ f 6 (v = _): ido + iV3d~h6 - V3d'g~

fs(fL = _~)~ f 6 (v = +): do - V3d~h6 - V3id' g~
3 Qx r;:; I

fs(fL = -"2)----t f 6 (v = -): v3ido - idoh6 + dg~

The nonzero transition paths in (1(7)IQx\1(6)) are:

(B.ll)

-V3d~g6 _ dOg6h~ + ig6g;d* + hd~h~h~ + hdo - V3d~g; - d~* h~h~
Qx If

6
(v = _)----t f 7 (v = +) : (B.12)

V3d~g6 + dOg6h~ + ig6g;d* + hd~h~h~ + hdo + V3d~g; - d~* h~h~

The nonzero transition paths in (1(7) IQz \1(6)) are:

(B.13)
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•li"f!

(B.15)

(B.16)

(B.17)

(Bo18)

(B.14)

f 7(v' = +)~ f 8(JL = +~): -J3d' g7 - iJ3d~h6 - id~
I Qy 1 rc; ,

f
7
(v = +)----t f 8 (JL = -"2): dg7 + id~h6 - iv 3do*

,Qy 1 rc; I

f
7
(v = _)----t f 8 (JL = +"2): -idg7 + d~h6 + V 3do*

f 7(v' =_)~ f 8(JL = _~): iv3d'g7 - J3d~h6 + d~*

2dog6h~ + (d* + 3d'*)g6g; - J2d~h~h~ - 2d~*h~g; + J2do

Qz I

f
6
(v = _)----t f 7 (v = -) :

-2dog6h~ + i(d* + 3d'*)g6g; + J2d~h~h~ + 2d~*h~g; - J2do

be derived strightforwardly by mutiplying different paths together 0

As a result, the interband transitions in second-order nonlinear optical processes can

The nonzero transition paths in (4)(8)IQy\4>(7)) are:
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Appendix C

Depletion field Ez effects on

second-order Susceptibility X(2)yxz

In this appendix, we calculate the depletion field Ez effects on second-order suscep

tibility X~2~z 0 According to the results of appendix A and B, the perturbation of X~~z

and X~~~ can be derived in orders of Ezz.

All possible transition paths for XP)z or X~~~ are written down as follows:

(2) .
XyxZ"

(2) .
XYZx o

IrP~8)h~ IrP~6»)-~ IrP~7»)+~ IrP~8)h
2 2

IrP~8)h~ IrP~6»)+~ IrP~7»)_~ IrP~8)h
2 2

IrP~8»)-!.~ IrP~6»)+~ \rP~7»)_~ IrP~8)L!.
2 2

IrP~8»)_:?~ IrP~6»)+~ IrP~7»)_~ IrP~8»)_:?
2 2

IrP~8)h~ IrP~6)h~ IrP~7»)+~ IrP~8)h
2 2

IrP~8)h~ IrP~6»)-~ IrP~7»)-~ IrP~8)h
2 2

IrP~8»)-!.~ IrP~6»)+~ IrP~7»)+~ IrP~8»)-!.
2 2
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(C.S)

-2ido[-J3d~g6 - dOg6h~ + ig6g;d* + Vid~h~h~ +Vido - (C.10)

J3d~g; - d~*h~h~][-idg7 + d~h6 + J3d~*] .

X
(2) .
yxz •

We find to first order in E,

X~~z: [-2h6d~+ i(d + 3d')g~][J3d~g6 - dOg6h~ + ig6g;d* (C.g)

+Vid~h~h~ + V2do + J3d~g; - d~*h~h~][-J3d'g7 - iJ3d~h6 - id~*]

In this path, the zeroth order of the field E is nonzero, and the unperturbed second

order susceptibility can be written as

the result is given by

For another path such as

Note, g6, g7, and h6 are linearly dependent on the electric field E as derived in

chapter 5. In this path, the zeroth order of XP)z to the fields E is zero. We find to

first order in E,

can be given by

Each path can easily be derived by utilizing the results of Appendex B. In the case

of X~;;z, for example, the contribution from a particular path in X~;;z, e.g.
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X(2),old = -4 !6"d2d'*yxz v oz 0 0

._--------~~=======

In the same way, we can calculate the other two paths. Finally we sum over all four

paths to get the final result for xPJz. We find to zeroth order in E, i.e., unperturbated,

X
(2),old is
yxz

In an opticallossless medium, XW;old = -4iv'6d&d~* is a real number as shown in

the later discussion. We find that the first order contribution from E z is zero.

{YX(2) = 0
yxz

So the second-order perturbation must be considered. By using the result for 96, 97,

and h6 in chapter 5,
2d*Eo

97 = E7 _ E8

h _ V2,doE
6 - E7 _ E6

(C.lI)

(C.12)

(C.13)

Here E6, E7, and E8 represent the energy levels of states r(6) , r(7), and r(8), and

E represents the depletion electric field along the z direction. If we substitute the

above result into the representation of the perturbation formula for X~~z, we get the

nonzero second-order perturbation terms.

{y2 X(2) =
yxz

(C.14)

It indicates that the second-order perturbation exists. If we consider the following

relations at the r point in the Brillouin zone of GaAs system (see table 4.2),
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we need consider only the largest perturbation term, which contains (E6 - E 8 ) *
(E7

- E 6
) in the denominators. Finally, we can get,

with

f?X(2) = f3E2
yxz (C.15)

4.J6i 2 2"* '3 ' 2 '
f3 = (E6 _ E8)(E7 _ E6) Idol [-2Idol (do - do) + do + Idol do]

Now let us consider the form of these dipole transition elements in detail. From the

text, we know that:

do = ~JfQx Xdf

d~ = --;g JXQyZdf

In the case of opticallossless media, the integrals are real positive constants. Then

we get
16.J6 4 '

f3 = (E6 _ E8)(E7 _ E6) Idol Idol

Therefore f3 is negative. By comparison with the original X1;~old, the unperturbated

second-order susceptibility is written as

Similarly in the case of lossless media, X1~;old is a real positive number.

(2),old = 4V6d21d'*1Xyxz 0 0

Therefore the second-order perturbation f3 has a 1800 phase difference with respect to

the original second-order susceptibility X1;~old. As a result, the electric field induced

perturbation will diminish the nonzero second-order susceptibility xt;~.
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Appendix D

Depletion field Ez effects on

second-order Susceptibility X(2)zzz

In this appendix, we calculate the depletion field Ez effects on second-order suscep

tibility X~:z. According to the results of appendix A and B, the perturbation of X~;~

can be derived in orders of Ezz.

The X~;~ transition path can be written as

The first and second transition paths have been given in Appendex B. We now turn

our attention to the third path, i.e.

To calculate the perturbation of X~;~ under an Ez field, we need to know the inter

band transition path in which the nonzero paths are

( )
Qz ( 3) -2dl

*r 7 v= - --+rg fJ=+"2: 0

Qz 1 I

r 7 (v = +)--+rg(fJ = +2): -(d* - d*)g7 + 2id~h6

Qz 1 I

r 7 (v = -)--+ rg(fJ = -"2): -i(d* - d *)g7 - 2d~h6

Qz 3 'd l *r 7 (v = +)--+ rg(fJ = -"2): -2z o·
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Thus the nonzero paths for X~~~ are

\<b&8)h~1<b&6))_~ \<b&7))_~ 1<b&8)h
2 2

I<b&8)) ~~ \<b&6))+~ 1<b&7))+~ 1<b&8))~

I<b&8)L1~1<b&6))_~ 1<b&7))_~ I<b&8)L1
2 2

1<b&8»)_1~l<bb6»)+~ 1<b&7))+~ l<bb
8
)Ll.

2 2

(D.5)

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.S)

For example

By summing all four paths above, we get the complete form of X~;~ to first order

perturbation

In such a particular transition path, X~~~ to first order in E z is is

X
(2) =}
zzz

[-2h6d~+ i(d + 3d')g~][-2dog6h~ + i(d*

+3d'*)g6g; + V2d~h~h~ + 2d~*h~g; - J2do][-2d~*)

= 2J2dod'*[-2h6d~ + i(d + 3d')g~).

x~;~ = 4V2d~[d~h6 + i(d* - d'*)g7)

+4V2dod~*[-2d~h6 + i(d + 3d')g~).

By using the result for g6, g7, and h6 in chapter 5,

(D.9)

(D.lO)

2d*E
g6 = E6 ~ E8 (D.ll)

2d~*E
g7 = E7 _ E8 (D.12)

h _ VidoE (D.13)
6 - E7 _ E6
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This clearly shows that xi;~ depends linearly on the depletion field to first order.

Here E 6 , E 7 , and E 8 represent the energy levels of states r(6) ;T(7), and r(8), and

E represents the depletion electric field along the z direction. In the case of our

three-step process, we consider E 6 - E 8 << E 7
- E 6 < E 7

- E 8 at the r point

in the Brillouin zone of GaAs system. By substituting g6, g7, and h6 in above

formula and only keeping the largest perturbation term which contains E 6
- E8 in

its denominator, we get,

(2) _ SV2i(d + 3d')d~d~* E
Xzzz - E6 _ E8 (D.14)
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Appendix E

Surface trap lifetime

In this Appendix we present a simple model for calculating the SHG intensity as

a function of surface trap lifetime in our time dependent photoexcitation second

harmonic generation experiments. Since the surface charge variation arises from the

drift of photoexcited minority carriers, we can neglect the effect of the intrinsic free

minority carriers whose density is smaller than the photoexcited minority carriers.

When a sample is illuminated by the photoexcitation light long enough for the

carrier populations to reach steady state, the surface charge density 0"0 (majority

carrier) is reduced by a factor of Po, which is the surface minority carriers density

generated by the photoexcitation light. After the photoexcitation light is turned off,

this minority carrier density satisfies the equation:

T

P(t)dP(t)
dt

Here T represents the surface minority carrier's lifetime. With the boundary condi

tion P(t = 0) = Po, we get

Therefore the total surface charge density (majority and minority) can be written as

O"(t) = 0"0 + P(t).
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Here (Yo is the surface carrier density without photoexcitation light. According to

the constant depletion field approximation (see chapter 5), the near surface depletion

electric field can be written as

E(t) = E(O) + 21rP(t)
E

with
E(O) = 21r(Yo.

E

Here E(O) is the initial depletion electric field without photoexcitation light.

Thus the second-order susceptibility X~~z is perturbed as follows:

Here X~~;old is the unperturbed second-order susceptibility. By substituting for E(t),

we obtain the time dependent perturbation of the second-order susceptibility,

( )
= (2),old f.l[E 2(O) 41rP(t)E(O) (21rP(t))2]

Xyxz t Xyxz + f./ + + .E E

Neglecting the higher order contributions, we find that

The first and second terms represent the depletion field perturbed second-order sus

ceptibility without photoexcitation light. The third term is the photoexcitation light

induced perturbation. Finally the SHG signal is

with

A = [Xr};old + fJE2(O)]Iw

B = 41r fJ E (O)PoI
w

.

E

Here I w represents the fundemental SH light intensity. When t

intensity is hw = [XV);old + fJE2(O)]2 I~.
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Appendix F

Carrier boundary at GaAs surface

In this Appendix, we estimate the surface carrier boundary under a strong depletion

field at GaAs surfaces. We suppose that the carrier was confined within a quantum

well at the surface, with an infinite potential barrier at the vacuum side and a linear

electric potential cP = eEz at other side. The wave equation can be written as

h2 fJ27jJ(z)
-- f)2 + eEz7jJ(z) = [7jJ(z)

2m z

with boundary conditions

7jJ(z = 0) = 0

7jJ(Z = (0) = O.

Here z is normal to the surface, E is the depletion field and e is the electron charge.

This equation is solved exactly in reference[99}. Its ground state has the form

o{,() (x 2)1 -£(0E.-2)!'f/zrv-- 4e 31

I

with

I = (~)~
2me[

Here I is the wavefunction decay length inside the bulk, and it gives the carrier

confining scale at the surface. In the case of GaAs, the surface the electric field

normal to the surface is rv 105Vjcm, and the effective mass of the electron at the
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bottom of the conduction band IS m O.06m e . Therefore the carrier confining

boundary length is
fl,2 1

1= (--)3 rv 10nm
2meE

As a result, the carrier is confined within 10 nm of the surface region.
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Appendix G

Electrical neutrality assumption

In this appendix, we estimate the the internal electric field effects on the diffusion

process. Because the carriers are charged, the internal electric field affects the dif

fusion process. Therefore, we had to consider both diffusion and drifting processes.

On the other hand, when the drift length is less than the diffusion length, the elec

trical neutrality of carriers is a good assumption, and the drifting process can be

neglected.. The drifting function of free carriers under an electric field E can be

written as
00' . 0'
-=-V-J-ot T

with

Here 0' is the carrier density, T is the free carrier lifetime, and J-l is the carrier mobility_

In our experiment, the drifting process can be treated as a one-dimensional steady

state (~~ = 0 )problem (see figure 6.8).

00' 0'
J-lE Ox = --:;-

Here x is parallel to the surface and normal to the photoexcitation beam line. Finally

the drifting formula for the carrier density is
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with

A is the drifting length. If we assume that the photoexcited minority carrier density

is around 1011 -1012cm-2 at the surface, then the electric field component, Ex, along

the surface x direction in our experiment can be calculated (see figure 6.8). Since

our diffusion length is about 2mm, a typical electric field Ex at 1mm away from the

photoexcitation beam waist is

If we assume that the surface free carrier mobility is close to its bulk free carrier

value f1 rv 103 cm2IVs and the surface free carrier lifetime T rv 10-9 s, we obtain the

drifting length

This drift length is less than our observed diffusion lengths. Therefore electric neu

trality can be applied in our analysis.
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Appendix H

Effective diffusion model

In this appendix, we derive effective diffusion formula based on our "quasi-free"

carriers model (see figure 6.13), the minority carriers diffusion processes depend on

the trapping time (Tc)' the time to reexcite thermally out of the trap (Te), and the

scattering time of the free carrier in the near surface bands T s (usually T s ~ Tc ).

Such a diffusion process can be treated as a random walk of the "quasi-free" carriers

along the surface. The mean square distance (x 2
) is

with

Here Dsurface is the diffusion constant for the free carrier in the near surface bands,

and teffeetive is the "quasi-free" time when the carrier diffuses. Vfree is the free carrier

velocity in the near surface bands. teffective can be written in terms of total time t,

free time (Tc) and trapped time (Te ).

Tc
teffective = t.

Tc + Te

Therefore the mean square walking distance is

( 2) )2 Tc
X =(Vfree T s t.

Tc + Te
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Thus the effective diffusion constant is

2 T c
De!! = (V!ree) T s .

Tc + T e
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Appendix I

QuicY reference of computer

codes

These codes are written in Asyst language.

: forget.me

: GPIB.INIT

BUS.INIT

SEND.INTERFACEo CLEAR

REMOTE.ENABLE.ON

:reset

srs245

" mr" gpib.write

DEF.vuport

forget.all

load setup.asy

load nonlinear .asy

180

to clear desk top.

INITIALIZE BUS

CLEAR THE BUS

ALLOW DEVICES TO RESPOND

Reset the whole systems



: LOCAL.RESET

" mr" gpib.write

DEF.vuport

load setup.asy

: sh.st

: set.st

: MOTORS.OFF

11 888 port.out

11 890 PORT.OUT

10 msec.delay;

:DM

: SM

:RM

: QT

: tp

:td TAKE.DATA

stablizer

SAMP.NO 25 = IF

GR

THEN

SRS245

1 COUNTER:=

Reset GPIB bus and SRS245

show status of the positions of all motors

set status and register the new

positions for motors

turns off the current for all the motors

Run dye motor

Run sample monochrometer

Run reference monochrometer

Run quartz motor

Take background data

Take data and substraet background

Stablize box car

SRS245 is the computer interface

i •

init.arrays initialize data array

BEGIN loop over number of shots

chanell one == SAMPLE chanell two == REFRENCE

stack.clear
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" sc1,2:100" gpib.write

120000 msec.delay

50 scan * msec.delay

Give.Nth.Shots

samp 12.0 i if

refr 12.0 i if

refr refr.pedestal - refr :=

samp samp.pedestal - samp :=

samp samp.array [ counter) :=

refr refr.array [ counter) :=

SAMP.NO 50 = IF

refr abs plot.array [ 1 ) :=

COUNTER COUNTER.ARRAY [1) :=

" R" symbol

solid

counter.array plot.array Xy.data.plot

samp ABS plot.array [ 1 ) :=

COUNTER COUNTER.ARRAY [1 ) :=

solid

" S " symbol

counter.array plot.array Xy.data.plot

THEN

wait till scan is over

take away the background

save it in samp.array

save it in refr.array

counter 1 + counter :=

then

then

samp.no 1 + counter =

UNTIL

" number of shots =====u " "type counter 1 - .
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cr

" --" "TYPE cr

cr

1000 300 TUNE

" 1-8" GPIB.WRITE "statu gpib.read

:sd

samp.array mean.

cr

refr.array mean.

cr

samp.array mean refr.array mean / 100 * .
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save the data
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